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Abstract 

The internet of things (IoT) is creating a new world where objects are connected to the 

internet, and we can collect much information from edge nodes easily. The IoT is expected 

to achieve new applications that enhance productivity and quality of our lives. In the IoT, 

the lifetime of IoT nodes determines the total cost and the quality of the applications. It 

is clear that to prolong and improve the lifetime of the IoT node is challenging issue for 

the future expansion of the IoT. However, the size and capacity of battery in IoT node are 

limited, which reduces the total amount of energy for the operation. In such situations, 

low-power circuit designs are essential to improve the lifetime. This study focuses on 

circuits that comprise battery management in an IoT node and proposes new ultra-low 

power techniques to reduce the power consumption of the circuits in the battery 

management. 

This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 1 describes an introduction of this 

thesis. Chapter 2 presents an ultra-low power CMOS voltage reference that generates a 

constant standard voltage for the components in the battery management. Chapter 3 

proposes a programming technique to obtain appropriate standard voltages for each 

circuit in the battery management. In Chapter 4, voltage detectors for RF energy 

harvesting and for battery monitoring are presented. In Chapter 5, an ultra-low power 

temperature sensor for small capacity batteries is proposed. Chapter 6 concludes the 

research with a summary of this dissertation.  

In chapter 2, a 90 pA voltage reference for ultra-low power IoT node is presented. The 

voltage reference generates a temperature and VDD independent constant voltage that 

becomes a standard voltage of the analog circuits in the battery management. The 90 pA 

voltage reference proposed in Chapter 2 is robust to the VDD change compared with 

conventional low power voltage references. The simulated line sensitivity and the PSRR 

are 21µV/V and -70dB, respectively. The voltage reference is a fundamental circuit that 

is applied to a programmable voltage reference in Chapter 3, a voltage detector in 

Chapter 4, and a temperature-to-digital converter in Chapter 5. 

In Chapter 3, an ultra-low power post-fabrication programming method for a voltage 

reference that realizes the programmability of the reference voltage (VREF1) by users, is 

proposed with a theoretical analysis. A multiple voltage duplicator (MVD) is newly 
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proposed to eliminate a tradeoff between the temperature dependence of VREF1 and the 

power consumption of the programmable voltage reference. Also, a fine voltage 

subtraction (FVS) method is presented to achieve fine and linear programmability of 

VREF1. The measurement results of the test chip fabricated in 250-nm CMOS process 

shows that the proposed programming method achieves a 6-bit, linear and monotonous 

programmability with the power consumption of sub-1nA and the temperature coefficient 

of 15.2μV/°C. The programming method is applied to a voltage detector in Chapter 4 

which realizes programmability of the detection voltage by users.  

In Chapter 4, voltage detectors for RF energy harvesting and battery monitoring are 

presented. A voltage detector (VD) watches a node voltage and once the node voltage 

reaches a predefined voltage (VDETECT), the VD generates a signal. The proposed VD 

assumed to be applied to RF energy harvesting is fabricated in 250-nm CMOS process. 

The measured VD achieves 248 pW, glitch-free operation that the VD does not generate 

a glitch even though the input and supply voltage for the VD is close to 0V. Moreover, 

the VD has a trimming method to realize the accurate voltage detection by using the MVD 

in Chapter 3. These advantages open the way to realize energy autonomous applications 

that operate with harvested RF energy. The VD for battery monitoring enables users to 

program the detection voltage of the VD. The programmability mitigates the cost of VDs 

originated from variations of batteries, users, or applications. The programmable VD is 

fabricated in 250-nm. The measurement results show 6-bit programmability of the 

detection voltage ranging from 902 mV to 4904mV with the resolution of 62.5 mV. The 

resolution covers the ±1% of the charging voltage of lithium ion battery while the 

detection range covers operation voltages of most batteries. 

In Chapter 5, a new principle of temperature sensing based on a sub-threshold 

MOSFET operation at sub-thermal drain voltage is proposed. The proposed temperature 

sensor realizes an external-reference-free temperature-to-digital converter with on-chip 

proportional-to-absolute-temperature (PTAT) digital output. The temperature sensor 

achieves the lowest power consumption of 13nW at 0.8V among the published 

temperature sensors. The ultra-low power operation is useful to sense the states of small 

batteries which have small capacity and large cell resistance. It is implemented using op-

amp-free current generators and relaxation oscillator based current-to-frequency 

converters using the voltage reference in Chapter 2 for ultra-low power operation. 
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Measurement results from 8 chips fabricated in a 180-nm CMOS process achieve 110mK 

resolution and -0.7/+1.3°C inaccuracy over a temperature range of -20°C to 80°C. 

Chapter 6 gives conclusions of the thesis. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Background 

The internet of things (IoT) is creating a new world where objects are connected to the 

internet, and we can collect much information from edge nodes easily. The IoT has an 

unrevealed possibility that makes our lives much more convenient and efficient. 

Prolonging lifetime of IoT node is a key issue to be solved in the IoT. In many IoT 

applications, the performance and quality are largely dependent upon the number of the 

nodes in a network. The short lifetime of edge nodes increases the cost of replacement 

and reduces the quality and reliability of the application. On the other hand, some 

applications including wearable and implantable devices prefer small battery due to the 

limitation of the size or weight. For example, a millimeter-scale IoT node [1.1] employed 

a millimeter-scale rechargeable thin film battery [1.2] to pursue the extremely small node 

size. An IoT node with such a small battery is required to operate at ultra-low power 

consumption because the energy in the battery is restricted. For example, assume the 

real-time operation of an IoT node with the battery [1.2] for 24 hours without charging 

process, the allowable average current of the node is limited to 20μA. Therefore, the ultra-

low power operation of the IoT nodes is indispensable to expand the IoT applications with 

small capacity battery. 

1.2. Battery management in IoT node 

Although an IoT node is composed of many functions such as sensing, processing, and 

communication, this thesis focuses on components of a battery management and shows 

the strategies to reduce the power consumption of them. Fig. 1.1 shows a target battery 

management system for an IoT node. The target battery is a 2nd battery that has a small 

capacity (< 1mAh). The Voltage generator supplies standard voltages to other circuits in 

the battery management. Using the standard voltages, the Power module, the Protection, 

and the State of battery works appropriately. The power module mainly works as a charger 

that converts external electrical energy into the battery. Since the lifetime of lithium-ion 

battery is sensitive to the charging characteristics including charging voltage and charging 

current [1.3], the Power module must charge the battery properly and safely. The 

Protection is indispensable component in the battery management for the safety. The 

protection watches the battery voltage, battery current or battery temperature to ensure 
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that the battery never operates outside of the safe operating area [1.4]. The State of battery 

estimates the battery states such as state of charge (SoC), state of health (SoH), and state 

of power (SoP). For the accurate estimation, some parameters are monitored during the 

battery operation. The temperature sensor is essential because the states of batteries are 

functions of the heat. Also, the safe operating area where battery can operate safely 

involves the temperature range. Therefore, the temperature measured by the temperature 

sensor is sent to the Protection and the State of battery.  

This thesis presents some key circuits that are related to the functions of the battery 

management shown in Fig. 1.1. The point is to reduce the power consumption of the 

circuits to negligibly small compared to the energy storage in the battery. This section 

gives summaries of these circuits in terms of the features and functions in the battery 

management.  

1.2.1. Voltage Generator 

The components in the battery management shown in Fig. 1.1 require proper standard 

voltage (VREF) for their operation. For example, the charger in the Power module refers 

the voltage to realize a constant current for battery charging [1.19]. A voltage detector in 

the Protection also uses VREF to achieve the voltage detection by comparing VREF and the 

input battery voltage as shown in Fig. 1.2. The voltages must be constant and robust 

Fig.1.1  Block diagram of target battery management. 
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against the change of ambient environment including the temperature and the supply 

voltage (VDD). Also, the required standard voltages are different according to the 

applications. The two main functions of the Voltage generator are (i) to generate a constant 

voltage that is robust against the temperature and VDD, and (ii) to convert the VREF into 

suitable voltages for other circuits in the battery management without the deterioration of 

the robustness. Chapter 2 shows a 90 pA voltage reference that generates a 

temperature/VDD-independent standard voltage (VREF). A typical voltage reference is 

based on Bandgap voltage reference (BGR) that achieves low temperature coefficient 

with little process variations of 1% [1.5-1.7]. The drawbacks include the implementation 

of large resistors which cost large areas, a relatively high VDD (> 1V) that limits the VDD 

scaling, relatively large power consumption over 10nW ([1.5-1.7]). To challenge these 

issues, some research proposed voltage references utilizing the threshold voltage of 

MOSFET for generating VREF. This type of voltage reference is called VTH based voltage 

reference in this chapter. Among them, VTH based voltage reference presented in [1.8] 

removes the high resistors and achieves ultra-low power (< 10 pW), low voltage (=0.5V) 

operation. The challenges of the VTH based voltage reference [1.8] are (1) to improve the 

VDD sensitivity in VREF, (2) to achieve higher VREF, and (3) to mitigate the process 

dependence. The VDD dependence occurs due to the Drain-Induced Barrier Lowering 

(DIBL) that decreases VTH of MOSFET according to the rise of VDD. Since VREF is based 

on VTH, the DIBL effect causes the VDD dependence of VREF. The low VREF referred as 

issue (2) is inherent to VTH based voltage reference implemented in CMOS process 

because the voltage reference utilizes VTH of CMOS that is less than 0.5V typically [1.9] 

for generating VREF. To challenge issues (1) and (2), Chapter 2 introduces a 

VDD-independent VDD-Regulated Voltage Reference (VRVR). The VRVR achieves the 

reduction of the line sensitivity to 21μV/V while the power consumption is 90pA and the 

temperature coefficient is 15μV/°C in the temperature range of 0 °C to 100 °C. Also, the 

proposed VRVR can be extended to a derivation that doubles VREF in order to overcome 

the inherent low voltage VREF of VTH based voltage reference. 

In contrast to BGR, VTH voltage reference shows process variability since VTH of 

MOSFET differs from each fabrication technology (issue (3)). The process dependence 

makes it difficult to supply proper and suitable VREF to the components in Fig. 1.1. 

Chapter 3 proposes a programming method that realizes programmability of VREF with 
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little power loss (≈ 1nA). The programmability is realized by the combination of a 

proposed multiple voltage duplicator (MVD) and a proposed fine-voltage subtraction 

(FVS) method. The programmability is beneficial to generate various standard voltages 

(= VREF1) that are required to the various circuits. The programmable voltage reference is 

a vital component that contribute to the ultra-low power battery management shown in 

Fig. 1.1. In Chapter 3, the measurement results of test chips fabricated in 250-nm CMOS 

process show the 6-bit programmability of VREF1 with small power overhead of 675 pA.  

By the combination of the VRVR and the programming method, the Voltage generator 

in Fig. 1.1 supplies various standard voltages to other components in the battery 

management. 

1.2.2. Voltage Detector for Battery Monitoring 

Battery voltage (VBAT) monitoring is also a critical element in the battery management. 

The overcharge or over-discharge make severe effects on a battery’s life. The measured 

results [1.3] show that by setting the maximum voltage of a lithium-ion battery at 4.25 V 

(=1.2% over than typical maximum voltage of lithium-ion battery), the degradation rate 

of the battery’s capacity at 500 cycles becomes double compared with a typical case. 

Furthermore, the overcharged status also causes severe safety hazards [1.10]. To ensure 

the reliability and safety of the battery, the voltage monitoring is achieved with voltage 

detectors (VDs) in the Protection. The VD is connected to the battery and the output of 

the VD is triggered when the battery voltage (VBAT) arrives at the pre-defined voltage 

(VDETECT). If the VD is designed for the overcharging protection, the VDETECT is set to the 

maximum voltage of the battery. Once the VD detects the overcharging, the output stage 

of the VD changes, which enables the system to disconnect the battery from the charger. 

As previously mentioned, the accuracy of the VD is important because it is relevant to 

the life-time and reliability of the battery. The simple architecture of the VD is shown in 

Fig. 1.2. The voltage detection is realized by comparing a divided VBAT (VIN1) and a 

reference voltage (VREF). A proper VIN1 or VREF must be obtained to achieve appropriate 

VDETECT. On the other hand, the “appropriate VDETECT” differs from applications, batteries, 

or events that the VD detects, which requires the costly special trimming. Moreover, 

sometimes multiple VDETECT’s need to be detected (e.g., 6VDETECT in [1.20]), which 

increases the number of the VDs. 
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To address these issues, a programmable voltage detector (PVD) that users can program 

VDETECT freely, is proposed in Chapter 4. The proposed PVD enables the wide VDETECT 

programming in the range from 902 mV to 4904 mV that covers the operating voltages 

of most battery cells. The resolution of the programmed VDETECT is 62.5 mV, which is 

finer voltage than the ±1% of the maximum operating voltage for typical lithium-ion 

batteries (=±42 mV). The programmability of VDETECT enables the filed programming by 

end-users that saves the cost of special trimming in the battery management system. The 

proposed PVD fabricated in 5V, 250-nm CMOS process shows the measured power 

consumption of 1.3 nA at 5V and the temperature coefficient of 0.33mV/°C in -20°C to 

60°C. 

1.2.3. Voltage Detector for RF Energy Harvesting 

Energy harvesting is an attractive technique to extend the battery lifetime and even, 

has a possibility to realize energy autonomous applications. Up to the present, many 

ambient energy sources and harvesting methods are presented. Among them, RF energy 

harvesting is one of the harvesting techniques that collects ambient RF signal and converts 

it into electronic energy. In the battery management shown in Fig. 1.1, an RF energy 

harvesting is assumed to be incorporated in the Power module to save the battery energy. 

Fig. 1.3 shows a typical RF energy harvesting circuit. The system is composed of an 

antenna that harvests RF energy, a charge pump that rectifies the RF signal into DC 

voltage and boost up the voltage, the output switch, and a VD. The VD monitors storage 

capacitor to detect the charging completion. Once the voltage of the storage capacitor gets 

Fig.1.2  Block diagram of a simple voltage detector. 
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to a predefined voltage VDETECT, the load circuits start the operation. The VD is required 

to be much lower consumption than the harvested energy. This is challenging because the 

output power of the charge pump is sometimes very small (e.g., 1 nA [1.11] or 1 μA 

[1.12]). Moreover, the VD is forced to operate at ultra-low supply voltage when the power 

of the input signal is small. Especially, at the start of the harvesting, the voltage of C1 is 

zero. Even in that situation, VD must function normally. Otherwise the VD mistakenly 

turns the output switch on and spoils the energy harvesting. Voltage detectors in the 

market consumes over 20 nA [1.13-1.15] and have the minimum operation voltage (e.g., 

0.9 V [1.13]). These restrictions prevent the VDs from being applied to the RF energy 

harvesting. 

In Chapter 4, a VD for RF energy harvesting is presented. The proposed VD fabricated 

in 250-nm CMOS process realizes an ultra-low power consumption, (248pW at 1V), a 

glitch-free operation that removes instability of the output of the VD when the input and 

supply voltage for VD is near 0V. Furthermore, the VD has a VDETECT programmability 

that improves the accuracy of the VDETECT with the resolution of less than 49 mV. 

The VD opens the way to achieve an energy autonomous IoT node with RF energy 

harvesting.  

1.2.4. Temperature Sensing  

Temperature of battery is critical information to ensure the reliability of the battery in 

an IoT node. In the battery management shown in Fig. 1.1, the measured temperature of 

the battery is shared with the Protection and the State of battery. Since the safety of a 

battery is affected by the battery temperature, an operating temperature range is 

Fig.1.3  Circuit schematic of RF energy harvesting system. 
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determined for the battery (e.g., -20 °C to 70 °C [1.2]). The Protection ensures that the 

battery does not operate outside the safe operating area. The information of the 

temperature is also important for the State of battery. The temperature affects the 

characteristics of the battery, such as the cell impedance, the self-discharge current, and 

the deterioration rate of the capacity. Therefore, the temperature is one of the essential 

parameters to estimate the battery’s state precisely [1.16-1.18]. In Chapter 5, a new 

principle of temperature sensing based on a sub-threshold MOSFET operation at sub-

thermal drain voltage is proposed. The proposed external-reference-free temperature-to-

digital converter with on-chip proportional-to-absolute-temperature (PTAT) digital output 

achieves the low power consumption of 13nW at 0.8V. Measurement results from 8 chips 

fabricated in a 180-nm CMOS process achieve 110mK resolution and -0.7/+1.3°C 

inaccuracy over a temperature range of -20°C to 80°C which covers active temperature 

range for batteries.  

1.3. Thesis organization 

 The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 1 described the background of the 

research. Chapter 2 presents a 90 pA voltage reference with the robustness against VDD 

and the temperature changes. Chapter 3 proposes low power VREF-programming method 

that is used in voltage detectors in the thesis. Chapter 4 presents a voltage detector for RF 

energy harvesting and a voltage detector for battery monitoring. Chapter 5 shows an ultra-

low power temperature sensor. Chapter 6 gives conclusions of the thesis. 
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Chapter 2: Sub-threshold CMOS Voltage Reference 

2.1. Introduction 

Voltage reference supplies a constant voltage (VREF) that is independent of temperature 

changes, supply voltage (VDD) variations, load current, and so on. In a sensor node, VREF 

is applied to many circuits including analog to digital converter (ADC), digital to analog 

converter, voltage regulator, and precise control systems. In the battery management 

system shown in Fig. 1.1, VREF generated by a voltage reference is referred as a standard 

voltage for some circuits. For example, the charger refers VREF to generate a constant 

current for charging the battery [2.14]. The voltage detector detects the battery overcharge 

by comparing the battery voltage to a constant voltage based on VREF. Since VREF is a 

standard voltage in the analog circuits and control systems, to achieve the robustness and 

accuracy of the voltage reference is required to ensure the reliability of the circuits and 

systems. Recently, demands for low power circuits and systems are increasing with the 

spread of the Internet of Things (IoT). In such applications, the power consumption of the 

voltage reference should be reduced without the deterioration of the performance and 

robustness.  

Bandgap voltage reference (BGR) is a common voltage reference in integrated circuits. 

Since the first commercially available BGR was presented, the performance has been 

improved. Recently, several low power BGRs were presented [2.1-2.3], on the other hand, 

their power consumptions are still over 1 nW. Apart from BGR, voltage reference utilizing 

threshold voltage (VTH) of MOSFETs for generating a reference voltage (VREF) were 

presented [2.4-2.11]. Among the VTH based voltage references, [2.4] presented a voltage 

reference that is composed of only two transistors (2T) operating in the sub-threshold 

region as shown in Fig. 2.1. [2.4] reported the power consumption can be reduced to 

2.2 pW with the temperature coefficient (TC) of 19.4 ppm/°C (The definition of TC is 

described in the Appendix at the end of this chapter). Although it is ultra-low power and 

has a robustness against the temperature changes, it is vulnerable to the VDD change or 

fluctuation. Since the drain voltage of M2 is directly connected to the supply line (=VDD), 

M2 suffers from VTH variation due to the drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL). Then, 

VREF that is a function of VTH becomes sensitive to VDD. The LS of the voltage reference 
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must be minimized as it directly affects PSRR of other circuits connected to the voltage 

reference [2.12]. 

In this chapter, a new VTH based voltage reference is proposed. The feature of the 

voltage reference is an ultra-low power consumption of 90 pA, the line sensitivity (the 

definition of the line sensitivity in this thesis is described in Appendix) of 21μV/V and 

PSRR of -70dB at 100Hz. 

2.2. VDD Regulated Voltage Reference (VRVR) 

Fig. 2.2 (a) shows the core part of the proposed temperature/VDD-independent voltage 

reference. A high |VTH| M1 and a low VTH M2 composes 2-transistors voltage reference 

that concept of generating temperature-independent VREF is similar to [2.4]. First, the 

theoretical VREF is introduced. The currents of M1 and M2 are introduced as follows [2.5]:  

 REF TH121
1 1 OX1 T

1 1 T

exp ,
V VW

I C V
L mV


  

  
 

  (2.1) 

 22 TH2
2 2 OX2 T

2 2 T

exp ,
W V

I C V
L m V


 

  
 

  (2.2) 

where μ1 (μ2) is the mobility of M1 (M2), COX1 (COX2) is the unit gate capacitance of M1 

(M2), VT is the thermal voltage, m1 (m2) is the sub-threshold swing parameter of M1 (M2), 

W1 (W2) is the gate width of M1 (M2), L1 (L2) is the gate length of M1 (M2), and VTH1 

(VTH2) is the threshold voltage of M1 (M2). From (2.1) and (2.2), VREF is introduced as 

follows:  

 
2 OX2 2 1 2

REF TH1 TH2 1 T

1 OX1 1 2 1

( 1)
( ) ln( ).

( 1)

C W L m
V V V mV

C W L m






  


  (2.3) 

Fig. 2.1  Circuit schematic of the 2-tranistors voltage reference [2.4]. 
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The VTH of MOSFET is expressed as [2.13] 

 TH TH R 1 R( ) ( ),V V T k T T     (2.4) 

where k1 is a temperature coefficient for VTH and TR is a reference temperature. The 

temperature characteristics of each term and VREF are shown in Fig 2.2 (b). In (2.3), the 

first term and second term show opposite characteristics against the temperature, that is, 

one shows complementary to the absolute temperature (CTAT) characteristic while the 

other one shows the proportional to the absolute temperature (PTAT) characteristic. By 

taking the proper size ratio of M1 and M2, VREF is expressed as follows: 

 REF TH1 0 TH2 0( ) ( )V V T V T    (2.5) 

where VTH1(T0) and VTH2(T0) are the VTH of M1 and M2 at 0 K. Eq.(2.5) shows that VREF 

is independent of the temperature or VDD. The problem is, however, VTH2(T0) dependent 

on VDD due to the DIBL effect, which deteriorates the LS of α (≈0.5%/V). The problem 

is common among the voltage references based on the 2-transistor voltage reference.  

To solve the issue, a VDD Regulated Voltage Reference (VRVR) is proposed. Fig. 2.3 

shows the circuit schematic of the proposed VRVR. M1 and M2 compose the core of the 

voltage reference which outputs temperature-independent VREF similar to (2.5). The 

point is a voltage regulator keeps the drain node of M2 at a constant voltage that has small 

line sensitivity of 2α. The voltage regulator is achieved with five transistors M3, M4, M5, 

M6, and M7. M3 and M4 composes 2-transistor voltage reference as similar to Fig. 2.2 (a). 

               (a)                                 (b)     

Fig. 2.2 (a) Circuit schematic of the core 2-tranistors voltage reference in the proposed 

voltage reference and (b) the concept of temperature-independent VREF generation. 
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M5 and M6 are also 2-transistor voltage reference that generates 2VREF. The current I3  

(=I4) and I5 (=I6) are reduced to 30% of I1 (=I2) to save the current. The voltage level of 

V2 (= 2VREF) is copied to VD2, since VGS of M2 and M7 are 0V. This is the reason why VD2 

is regulated to a constant voltage 2VREF. Owing to the regulation, the line sensitivity of 

VREF (=ΔVREF/ΔVDD) becomes 2α2 while that of 2-transistor voltage reference without 

the regulator is α. The validity of the VRVR is discussed with the SPICE simulation in 

the next section.  

2.3. Simulation Results 

SPICE simulations in 250-nm CMOS process are conducted to confirm the 

performance of the proposed VRVR. Fig. 2.4 shows the temperature characteristics of the 

proposed VRVR. In the temperature range of 0°C to 100°C, the temperature coefficient 

shows 15μV/°C (=34 ppm/°C, normalized at VREF of 25°C). The result shows that the TC 

is sufficiently small that can be competitive to [2.4]. Fig. 2.5 shows the simulated VDD 

dependence of VREF. To compare the characteristics, 2-transistor voltage reference 

(labeled as conv. VR) in Fig. 2.2 (a) is also implemented and simulated. The simulated 

line sensitivity of the VRVR is 21µV/V, which is 1% of that of the conventional VR 

(=1.9mV/V). Fig. 2.6 shows the power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) of the two voltage 

Fig. 2.3  Circuit schematic of the proposed VDD-regulated voltage reference (VRVR). 
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references. Thanks to the proposed regulator, the PSRR is improved to -70dB at 100 Hz 

while that of the conventional VR is -48dB. Fig. 2.7 shows the power consumption of the 

voltage references. The total power of the voltage reference is 90pA including the power 

overhead of the regulator (=30pA). Fig. 2.8 summarizes the performance of the proposed 
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Fig. 2.4  Simulated temperature characteristics of the proposed VRVR. 
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VRVR, re-implemented [2.4] and other state-of-the-art CMOS voltage references. Due to 

the voltage regulation technique, the proposed VR achieves the lowest LS of 0.0047%/V 

and -70dB at 100Hz.  
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2.4. Two-Stages VDD-Regulated Voltage Reference 

The output voltage of the VTH based voltage reference tends to be lower voltage than 

that of BGR. In [2.4], as a variation of the 2-transistor (2-T) voltage reference, a 4-T 

voltage reference is proposed to achieve a higher output voltage. The schematic of the 

4-T voltage reference is expressed in Fig. 2.8. The combination of the transistors is 

modified to the same one to the VRVR. By adding an offset to the source voltage of the 

2-T voltage reference, the output of VREF increases compared with the 2-T voltage 

reference. However, to double VREF, the first stack must supply the sufficient current for 

the second stack, which is the increase in the power consumption of the 4-T voltage 

VDD VDD

VREF

Fig. 2.8  Schematic of the 4-T voltage reference [2.4]. The pair of the transistors is 

modified. 

Table 2.1  COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS VOLTAGE REFERENCES 
 

This work

(Simulated)

CICC’09

[2.4]

Re-

implemented 

[2.4]

A-SSCC'17

[2.6]

ESSCIRC'17

[2.7]

Technology 250nm 130nm 250nm 180nm 65nm

VREF 0.45V 0.175V 0.45V 1.17V 0.343V

Temperature range 0ºC to 100ºC -20ºC to 80ºC 0ºC to 100ºC 0ºC to 170ºC -40ºC to 60ºC

Supply voltage 1V-5V 0.5V-3.3V 0.7V-5V 1.8V-3.6V 0.4V to 1.2V

TC 33ppm/ºC 62ppm/ºC N/A 64ppm/ºC 252ppm/ºC

Current
90pA at 1V

(25ºC)

4.4pA at 0.5V

(25ºC)

60pA at 0.7V

(25ºC)

76pA at 1.8V

(27ºC)

1.1pA at 0.4V

(20ºC)

Line sensitivity 0.0047%/V 0.033%/V 0.19%/V 0.09%/V 0.47%/V

PSRR
-70dB

@100Hz

-53dB*

@100Hz

-48dB

@100Hz

-38dB

@100Hz
N/A

*With 0.8pF output capacitor
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reference. To double VREF, the proposed VRVR can be extended to a two-stages VRVR 

that doubles VREF. Fig. 2.9 shows the schematic of the two-stages VRVR where VOUT2 is 

a double of VOUT1. Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11 show the temperature and VDD characteristics 

of VOUT1 and VOUT2, respectively. In the figures, VREF1 and VREF2 correspond with the 

reference voltages in VOUT1 and VOUT2, severally. The temperature characteristic of VREF2 

VOUT1

VDD VDD

VDD

VDD

VDD

VOUT2

Fig. 2.9  Schematic of the two-stages VRVR 
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Fig. 2.10  Simulated temperature characteristics of VREF1 and VREF2 in the two-stages 

VRVR. The voltage is normalized at 25 ºC. VREF1 and VREF2 are corresponding to VOUT1 

and VOUT2 in Fig. 2.11, respectively. 
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is a competitive TC of 26 μV/ºC in Fig. 2.8. The line sensitivities of VREF1 and VREF2 are 

21μV/V and 48μV/V, respectively. Though the line sensitivity of VREF2 is as twice as the 

line sensitivity of VREF1, the line sensitivity of VREF2 is sufficiently small among the 

previous research shown in Table 2.1. Fig. 2.12 shows the PSRR of VREF1 and VREF2, the 

both PSRRs at 100 Hz are suppressed to less than -70 dB. Fig. 2.13 shows the power 

consumption of the two-stages VRVR and the single stage VRVR. The power 
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Fig. 2.11  Simulated VDD dependence of VREF1 and VREF2 in the two-stages VRVR. 
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consumption of the two-stages VRVR is 170 pA that is as twice as that of the VRVR. The 

overhead of the power loss originated from multi-stages scheme is the only 80 pA.  

2.5. Summary 

This chapter proposed a 90 pA, VDD-independent voltage reference. The proposed VDD 

regulated voltage reference (VRVR) improve the line sensitivity of the conventional 

2-transistors voltage reference thanks to the proposed voltage regulator at the cost of only 

30 pA. The simulation results show that the temperature coefficient in the temperature 

range of 0 °C to 100 °C is 20 μV/°C, the line sensitivity is 21 µV/V, the PSRR is -70 dB 

at 100 Hz, and the power consumption is 90 pA. The simulation results show that the 

proposed VRVR achieves both low-power and VDD-independent operation. As a variation 

of the VRVR, a two stage VRVR is proposed. The two-stages VRVR doubles the output 

of the VRVR with little performance deteriorations. The two-stages method mitigates the 

issue that the output of the VTH based voltage reference is smaller than that of BGR. The 

proposed VRVR is a fundamental circuit in the battery management shown in Fig. 1.1 in 

that VREF is applied to almost all circuits in the battery management.  
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2.6. Appendix 

2.6.1. Definition of Line Sensitivity  

Fig. 2.14 shows a typical output voltage (VREF) of a voltage reference against VDD. In 

this thesis, the line sensitivity (LS) of the voltage reference is defined as follows: 

 
REF,MAX REF,MIN 6

DD,MAX DD,MIN

10 [ V/ V]
V V

LS
V V




 


  (2.6) 

or 

 
REF,MAX REF,MIN 2

DD,MAX DD,MIN REF,Typ

1
10 [% / V]

V V
LS

V V V


 


  (2.7) 

where VDD,MAX (VDD,MIN) is maximum (minimum) operating voltage of the voltage 

reference, the VREF,MAX (VREF,MIN) is VREF corresponding to VDD,MAX (VDD,MIN), VDD,typ is 

a typical VDD, and VREF,Typ is VREF corresponding to VDD,typ. The difference between two 

definitions of LS shown in (2.6) and (2.7) is whether the LS is normalized at a typical 

VREF or not. The definition (2.7) is normalized at a typical VREF to shows relative impact 

of the VDD dependence. In Table 2.1, the definition (2.7) is used to express the LS of 

the voltage reference. In other sections, (2.6) is frequently used.  

2.6.2. Definition of Temperature Coefficient  

Fig. 2.15 shows a typical VREF of a voltage reference against temperature. In this thesis, 

the temperature coefficient (TC) of the voltage reference is defined as follows: 

VREF

VDD
VDD,MAXVDD,MIN

VREF,MIN

VREF,MAX

VDD,Typ

VREF,Typ

Fig. 2.14 Typical characteristics of an output of voltage reference against VDD. 
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or 

 
REF,MAX REF,MIN 6

MAX MIN REF,Typ

1
10 [ / C]

V V
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T T V


   


  (2.9) 

where TMAX (TMIN) is the maximum (minimum) temperature of the temperature range of 

the voltage reference, VREF,MAX (VREF,MIN) is the maximum (minimum) VREF in the 

temperature range, and TTyp is a typical temperature in the target application of the voltage 

reference. In the thesis, if “μV/°C” or “mV/°C” are used for the unit of TC, it follows the 

definition in (2.8), and if “ppm/°C” is used, the definition (2.9) is used to express the TC.  
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Fig. 2.15 Typical characteristics of an output of voltage reference against VDD. 
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Chapter 3: Programmable Voltage Reference utilizing 

Multiple Voltage Duplicator and Fine Voltage Subtraction 

3.1. Introduction 

In Chapter 2, a 90 pA voltage reference that supplies a temperature/VDD-independent 

constant voltage was proposed. The main topic in Chapter 2 was to generate robust VREF 

for other circuits in the battery management shown in Fig. 1.1. However, sometimes the 

voltage level of VREF is not preferable for an application. For example, a voltage detector 

for battery supervisor needs a reference voltage. By comparing a battery voltage and the 

reference voltage, the voltage detector detects several events such as charging completion, 

overcharge and over-discharge. On the other hand, the detection voltage level varies 

according to the batteries, which indicates VREF must be an appropriate voltage level that 

suits to achieve the event detection. Another example is a battery charging. The charger 

refers VREF to achieve a constant current for battery charging. However, the charging 

current is different from batteries. Then, VREF should be tunable to cover various batteries. 

For these reasons, a post-fabrication programming technique to get a proper reference 

voltage is considered. Chapter 3 proposes a field programmable voltage reference that 

users can program the reference voltage freely. The fine programmability of the reference 

voltage also covers the process dependence of the voltage reference in Chapter 2. By the 

programming, the variation of VREF among fabrication technologies is mitigated and a 

sole standard voltage is achieved. The key techniques are a multiple voltage duplicator 

(MVD) and a fine subtraction voltage (FVS) method. Owing to these techniques, the filed 

programmability of the voltage reference is achieved with small overheads of the power 

loss and the temperature dependence.  

Chapter 3 is organized as fallows. In Section 3.2, the issues with a conventional 

programmable voltage reference are summarized. In Section 3.3, the MVD that mitigates 

the trade-off between the power consumption of the programmable voltage reference and 

the temperature characteristics of the output voltage is presented. Section 3.4 presents the 

FVS method for a high-resolution programmable voltage reference. Section 3.5 gives a 

summary of the chapter.  
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3.2. Issues with conventional programmable voltage reference 

This section describes the issues of the conventional VREF programming method. The 

concept of the proposed programmable voltage reference (PVREF) is based on a 

digital-to-analog converter (DAC). Since there are a lot of DAC architectures, we need to 

pick up an architecture that is suitable for the ultra-low power battery management shown 

in Fig. 1.1. Assumed IoT node spends almost all time in deep sleep mode and the 

oscillator is assumed to be disabled to save the power loss. Therefore, some DAC 

architectures that use external clock are not proper as the PVREF because PVREF is 

always on. Besides, the current based DAC architectures including R-2R are not suitable 

for low power PVREF since it needs large resistances that convert a current into a voltage. 

For these reasons, a String DAC based PVREF is proposed in this chapter. 

The most straightforward idea for realizing a post-fabrication PVREF is to use a 

voltage reference with a string (resistive ladder) as shown in Fig. 3.1 (named as String 

DAC in this thesis). A multiplexer (MUX) which is implemented with transistor switches 

is used to select the output voltage of the PVREF from the taps. An N bit programmability 

VREF1

IB1Voltage

reference

SelREF

IB2

IBN

VREF

I2

I1

VIN = VDD

ISUPPLY

MUX

Voltage divider

Fig. 3.1  Circuit schematic of a String digital-to-analog converter (DAC). 
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is achieved with 2N equal resistors and 2N switches. By adding an N bit digital input, an 

appropriate voltage is selected from the ladder. The resistive ladder is not restricted to use 

resistors. To reduce the area and the power loss on the ladder, diode-connected MOSFETs 

are also available. The programmability is linear and monotonic with the condition that 

all the resistors are equal. The drawback of the architecture is the numerous number of 

the resistors and switches to achieve high resolution.  

Notably, the large number of MOS switches cause a tradeoff between the temperature 

dependence of the output voltage of the PVREF (VREF1) and the power consumption 

required to generate VREF1. Ideally, the MUX has no leakage current, that is, IB1, IB2, and 

IBN = 0 and I1 = I2. Then, VREF is equally divided to achieve a monotonic, linear 

programmability. In the situation, the TC of VREF1 is expressed as (m/N)βREF, where m 

(1≤m≤N) is the selected tap in the ladder, N is the number of resistors, and βREF is the TC 

of VREF. On the other hand, the switches in the MUX have leakage currents [3.1] which 

cause voltage drops and temperature drifts at each tap in the ladder. The 

temperature-independent VREF1 and the high resolution of the programmability are 

incompatible without increasing the current I1 sufficiently larger than the total leakage 

currents of the switches. To clarify the problem, a test circuit in 180-nm CMOS process 

shown in Fig. 3.2 (a) is simulated on the condition that VREF is 500mV, I1 is a constant 

500pA at 25°C. The body node of each transistor in the ladder is connected to its source 

node to keep the resistances of all the transistors identical. The VREF1 in the temperature 

range of -20°C to 80°C is simulated when N=2, 4, 8, 16. Fig. 3.2 (b) shows the worst 

temperature characteristics of VREF1 among all patterns of the input digital code. 

Fig. 3.2 (c) shows the TC of VREF1 on the same condition as Fig. 3.2 (b). The result shows 

that the increase in the number of switches causes the deterioration of the TC of VREF1.  

The architecture shown in Fig. 3.1 also has another factor that increases the power 

consumption of the voltage reference. To prevent a voltage-drop and a temperature 

dependence of VREF, the voltage reference must drive I1, which causes an increase in the 

power consumption of the voltage reference. Together with the previously mentioned 

issue, ISUPPLY, I1 and total leakage current of the switches must fulfill the relationship as 

follows 

 1

1

.
N

Bi SUPPLY

i

I I I


  (3.1) 
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At the end of the section, I sum up the problems of the programmable voltage reference 

shown in Fig. 3.1. 
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Issue (i): The high resolution and the low TC of VREF1 are incompatible because the 

increase in the number of the switches causes the inaccuracy and the deterioration of the 

TC in VREF1. Therefore, we have the limit of the number of the switches that meet the 

allowable inaccuracy of VREF1.  

Issue (ii): The supply current for the voltage reference (ISUPPLY) must be sufficiently larger 

than the current on the ladder. Together with Issue (i), the ISUPPLY must fulfill the condition 

shown in (3.1).  

Issue (ii) is mitigated by using a multiple voltage duplicator proposed in Section 3.3. 

Issue (i) is solved by a Fine Voltage-Step Subtraction (FVS) Method described in 

Section 3.4. 

3.3. Multiple Voltage Duplicator for Programmable Operation 

3.3.1. Multiple Voltage Duplicator  

To solve the tradeoff between the power consumption and the temperature dependence 

of the PVREF as described in the previous section (Issue (ii)), a multiple voltage 

duplicator (MVD) is newly proposed and inserted between the voltage divider used for 

the voltage reference and the MUX in the PVREF shown in Fig. 3.1. The programmable 

voltage reference with the MVD is shown in Fig. 3.3. The MVD is a multiple-input and 

multiple-output voltage buffer. In the MVD, M0 is the current source with a subthreshold 

leakage current of IC0, and the other transistors (M1, M2, and MN) are serially stacked. 

The source currents (IC0, IC1, IC2, and ICN) are sufficiently larger than the leakage currents 

(IB1, IB1, and IBN) of the switches to avoid the voltage drop and the temperature 

dependence of selectable output nodes (VREF’, V2’, and VN’). Then, an interesting 

characteristic of the MVD is that each input voltage is duplicated to each output voltage 

(VREF = VREF’, V1 = V1’, and VN = VN’) because IC0 = IC1 = IC2 = ICN and VGS = 0 for all 

transistors in the MVD. Thus, in the MVD, multiple input voltages are simultaneously 

copied to multiple output voltages. Figs. 3.4 show the simulated output characteristics of 

the MVD in the condition of VREF = 400mV. The MUX is removed to show the pure 

characteristics of the MVD. The simulation results show that the MVD successfully 

copies each input to each output with the small temperature deterioration of 30μV/°C. 

Although the MVD has a line sensitivity (LS) of 3mV/V, the LS is removed with a method 

shown in Section 3.2.4.  
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By inserting the MVD between the resistive ladder and the MUX, I1 can be greatly 

reduced compared with I1 in Fig. 3.1, which enables the power reduction in the voltage 

reference in Fig. 3.3. Thus, the tradeoff between the power consumed to generate VREF1 

and the temperature dependence of VREF1 in the PVREF in Fig. 3.1 (Issue (ii)) is solved 

by using the MVD. The current on the MVD (I0) is should be determined to sufficiently 

larger than the total leakage current of the MUX. In the next section, the relationship 

between the current on the MVD and the accuracy of the duplication is described.  

3.3.2. Design Consideration and Theoretical Analysis of MVD 

In Section 3.3.1, MVD was newly proposed as a multiple-input and multiple-output 

voltage buffer. Ideally, the MVD copies multiple input voltages to the multiple output 

nodes simultaneously without any duplication errors. In fact, owing to the load current in 

each output node, a slight error, which is the difference between the input voltage and 

Fig. 3.3  Circuit schematic of the proposed programmable voltage reference with a 

multiple voltage duplicator (MVD). 
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output voltage, is generated in the duplication as described in Issue (i) in Section 3.1. The 

duplication error is a function of the current in the MVD and the load current (the leakage 

current of the switches in the MUX) in each output node. In this section, the design 

consideration and theoretical analysis of the MVD are introduced to clarify the 

relationship between the current in the MVD and the accuracy of the duplication. 

The model used for the analysis is shown in Fig. 3.5. ΔVi = Vi’ - Vi (i =1, 2, …, N) is 

the duplication error in each output node. Assuming that each transistor is sufficiently 

large, the effect of random variation is neglected. To simplify the analysis, each load 
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current is assumed to be the same (IO1 = IO2 = … ION = IO). Assuming that VDS of each 

transistor is sufficiently large (> 3VT), the drain currents of M0 and Mi are expressed as 

follows: 

 TH

D0 S

T

exp
V

I I
mV

  
  

 

  (3.2) 

 i TH

Di D0 Ok S

1 T

exp
i

k

V V
I I I I
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Fig. 3.5  Circuit schematic of the MVD for theoretical analysis. 
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where μ and COX are the mobility and gate capacitance of the transistor respectively. From 

(3.2) and (3.3), the ratio of ID0 to IDi is 

 LEAK,iDi i

D0 T D0

exp 1
II V

I mV I

 
   

 
  (3.5) 

where 
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i

k

I I


   (3.6) 

From (3.5) and (3.6), ΔVi is given as follows.  

 ,

0

ln 1
LEAK i

i T

D

I
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  (3.7) 

When ILEAK,i/ID0 is sufficiently small (< 0.1), ΔVi is approximated as  

 
LEAK,i

i T

D0

I
V mV

I
     (3.8) 

From (3.8), the conditions for the worst ΔVi are introduced. 

1) The absolute value of the duplication error (|ΔVi|) is the largest when i = N. That is, 

designers have to consider ΔVN to evaluate the worst duplication error in the MVD. 

2) The TC of ΔVi is positive as shown in Fig. 3.6 since the temperature dependence 

of -1/ID0 is dominant in (3.8). It implies that the |ΔVi| is the largest at the lowest 

temperature in the designer’s target temperature range. 

To verify the consistency of the analysis, SPICE simulations were conducted. Fig. 3.6 

shows a comparison of the SPICE simulation results for the temperature dependence of 

ΔVN in the target range of -20 °C to 80 °C with that given by (3.8). The body-effect 

coefficient m is determined from the characteristics of the pMOSFET at -20 °C in the 

SPICE simulation. ILEAK,N/ID0 is set to 0.1 at -20 °C. The SPICE simulation results are in 

agreement with (3.8) within an error of 11%. The simulation results and (3.8) show that 

the TC of ΔVN is positive and that the largest |ΔVN| occurs at the lowest temperature in 

the target range. From (3.8), ΔVN and ID0 have a tradeoff relationship. Fig. 3.7 shows the 

relationship between ILEAK,N/ID0 and ΔVN. ΔVN is proportional to ILEAK,N/ID0. This means 
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that to reduce the duplication error in the MVD to within a certain voltage (=ΔVURS), the 

MVD requires a sufficient value of ID0. To maintain the duplication error in the MVD 

Fig. 3.6  Comparison of SPICE simulation result and (3.8) for temperature dependence 

of ΔVN when N = 8 and ILEAK,N/ID0 = 0.1 at a temperature of -20 °C. 

 

Fig. 3.7  Dependence of ΔVN on supply current to load current ratio (ILEAK,N/ID0)  

obtained by SPICE simulation and (3.8) when N = 8 and the temperature is -20 °C. 
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(=ΔVN) below ΔVURS, the following equation must be satisfied:  

 
B MIN LEAK,N

D0 D0,min

URS

1mk T I
I I

q V
 


  (3.9) 

where TMIN is the lowest target temperature and ΔVURS is the acceptable error defined by 

designers. Eq.(3.9) means that once TMIN, ILEAK,N, and ΔVURS are defined by designers, 

the optimum ID0 (=ID0,min) is automatically given by (3.9). 

3.3.3. Measurement Results of Programmable Voltage Reference 

The proposed PVREF shown in Fig. 3.3 is fabricated in 250-nm CMOS process. The 

proposed PVREF includes the diode chain comprising 16 transistors, a MUX composed 

of 8 pMOSFET switches, and a voltage reference. The circuit schematic of the voltage 

reference is shown in Fig. 3.8. The concept of the voltage reference is based on N-type 

2-transistors voltage reference [3.2]. However, the proposed voltage reference saves an 

overhead of the area in p-type substrate CMOS process since it is composed of 

pMOSFETs and does not require Deep N-well technology. A 3-bit digital code which 

<000> and <111> corresponds to the top node V1’ and the bottom node V8’, respectively 

is added to the MUX. Fig. 3.9 shows the chip photograph. The core area of the proposed 

PVREF is 0.054 mm2. Typical temperature characteristics of the PVREF in a chip is 

shown in Fig. 3.10. The average temperature coefficient of VREF1 (TC) among 3 chips is 

73 μV/°C. Figs. 3.11 (a) (b) show a VDD dependence and line sensitivity (LS) of each 

output. The worst LS of 2 mV/V occurs when V1’ is selected as VREF1. The relatively large 

LS is due to the DIBL effect on M0 that source node is directly connected to VDD. In 

Section 3.3.4, a method to suppress the LS of the MVD by the combination of the VRVR 

VIN

VREF

High |VTH|

Low |VTH|

Fig. 3.8  Circuit schematic of the voltage reference implemented in the PVREF. 
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and the MVD, is proposed. Fig. 3.12 shows the power consumption of the entire PVREF 

among 3 chips. The power consumption is 84 pA at 0.8 V including the power 

consumption of MVD (56 pW in simulation). Fig. 3.13 shows the TC for VREF1 against 

the power consumption of the PVREF. The TC of VREF1 in Fig. 3.1 (named as PVREF 

1160μm

380μm

45μm

120μm

Fig. 3.9  Die photograph and layout of the proposed PVREF fabricated in 250-nm 

CMOS process. 

 

Fig. 3.10  Meausred temperature characteristics of VREF1. In the figure, measurement 

result of just one chip is shown as a representative. 
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w/o MVD) which is a function of the supply current, is obtained by SPICE simulation. 

The voltage reference shown in Fig. 3.8 is also applied to the PVREF w/o MVD. The 

variation of I1 is achieved by changing the transistor gate width of the voltage reference. 

In the case of the PVREF w/o MVD, as the power supply current is reduced, the TC 

increases, which indicates the tradeoff between the power consumption and the TC of 

VREF1 as described in Section 3.1 (Issue (ii)). In contrast, the measurement results of the 

3 chips show that by introducing the MVD, the tradeoff is solved, and both a low supply 

current and a low TC of VREF1 are simultaneously achieved.  
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Fig. 3.11  (a) Measured VDD characteristics of VREF1 and (b) LS of each output. 
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Fig. 3.13  Power supply current dependence of temperature coefficient for VREF1 with 
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3.3.4. VDD-Insensitive Programmable Voltage Reference 

As shown in Fig. 3.11, the proposed PVREF shown in Fig. 3.4 has a little VDD 

independence of 2mV/V which is much larger LS than that of the VRVR proposed in 

Chapiter 2. To solve the problem, a VDD-insensitive programmable voltage reference 

utilizing a variation of the MVD is proposed as shown in Fig. 3.14. The modified PVREF 

comprises the modified N-type MVD and VRVR for the voltage reference. The principle 

of the voltage duplication is similar to that of the MVD in Fig. 3.4. M0 operates as the 

current source for the MVD in Fig. 3.14 corresponding to M0 in Fig. 3.4. Since M1, M2, 

… , MN+1 are in series, the current of each transistor is identical to I0. As a result, the 

stacked nMOSFETs works as the MVD that copies each input voltages to each output 

voltages without a temperature deterioration. The point is the gate node of the top 

nMOSFET MN+1 is connected to V2 in the VRVR shown in Fig. 2.2 (a) that makes the 

drain node of MN (VN+1’) a constant voltage of 2VREF2. By keeping the drain node 

insensitive to VDD, the LS of each node in the MVD is reduced. Fig. 3.15 (a) shows the 

simulated VDD-dependence of the modified MVD with the VRVR. The worst LS is 

reduced to 120μV/°C which is 6% of the measured LS of the PVD with the MVD in 
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Fig. 3.14  Circuit schematic of the VDD-insensitive PVREF. 
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Fig. 3.4. The simulated results show that the VDD dependence of the PVREF is improved 

by the combination of the MVD and the VRVR. However, though the LS is sufficiently 

small, the step interval of the MSB is a little larger than other bits as shown in Fig. 3.15 (b). 

The application that the DNL characteristics are critical for the performance should not 

use the top tap for the programming. This is a tradeoff between the dynamic range of the 

PVREF and the linearity of the programmability.  
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3.4. Fine Voltage-Step Subtraction Method 

3.4.1. Principle of Fine Voltage-Step Subtraction 

In Section 3.2, two issues are listed as the challenge of the programmable voltage 

reference based on Fig. 3.1. In Section 3.3, the MVD is presented to reduce the power 

consumption of the voltage reference without the degradation of the TC of VREF1, which 

solves Issue (ii). On the other hand, the resolution of the PVREF with the MVD is still 

limited due to the two reasons. The first reason is similar to Issue (i) that the current of 

the MVD needs to be sufficiently larger than the leakage currents of the switches. The 

error introduced as (3.8) follows the improvement of the resolution in the PVREF. The 

second reason is the restriction on the duplication capability of the MVD. When the 

number of the resistors is increased, the voltage drop per resistor is reduced and the 

drain-source voltage (VDS) of MOSFET’s in the MVD is reduced. The reduced VDS 

degrades the capability of the multiple voltage duplication in the MVD and increases the 

TC since the transistors composing the MVD enter the triode region. Given that the 

programming method is applied to voltage references that are ultra-low power, but 

relatively low output voltage (e.g., 0.45 V [3.3], 0.5V [3.4], and 0.55 V [3.5]), the stage 

number of the MVD is limited. For these reasons, a new topology to achieve the fine 

resolution of the PVREF is discussed in this section. The proposed PVREF with a Fine 

Voltage-Step Subtraction (FVS) Method achieve both fine programmability of the 

PVREF and the low TC of the output voltage.  

Fig. 3.16 shows a circuit schematic of the proposed PVD with the FVS method. The 

circuit implementation of resistors for a voltage divider, and the MUX’s, is similar to 

what the previously mentioned in Section 3.3.1. The MVD presented in Section 3.3.4 is 

implemented in the PVREF to improve the VDD dependence of the output voltage. Instead 

of increasing N in the voltage divider in Fig. 3.4, coarse and fine programming that 

involves the 1st ladder for m-bit coarse programming and the 2nd ladder for n-bit fine 

programming is used to achieve a total of m+n bit programmability. ΔVREF is a coarse 

voltage step and ΔVREF/n is a fine voltage step. In FVS, the fine programmed VREF2 levels 

are achieved by subtracting the fine voltage steps of ΔVREF/n from the coarsely varied 

VREF1 in steps of ΔVREF. The linear VREF programmability is achieved because the fine 

voltage step is generated from the coarse voltage step. An equation for VREF2 is derived 

below. 
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Substituting (3.10) into (3.12), 
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j
V V V

mn
    (3.13) 

Substituting (3.11) into (3.13), VREF2 is introduced as follows,  

 REF2 REF.
i j

V V
m mn

 
  
 

  (3.14) 

As shown in (3.14), by adding coarse voltage steps of VREF/m and fine voltage steps of 

VREF/mn, both linear VREF2 programmability and fine VREF2 steps are achieved. Thus, in 

the proposed PVD with FVS, the fine VREF2 steps and the linear VREF2 programmability 

are achieved. 
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Fig. 3.16  Circuit schematic of the proposed PVREF with the FVS method. 
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In the FVS, low power voltage subtractors in Fig. 3.16 are one of the key building 

blocks. Fig. 3.17 shows a circuit schematic of the proposed voltage subtractor and its 

operation principle. M1 and M2 are in the sub-threshold region, and I3 ≈ 0, because the 

input impedance of the MUX is high. When I3 = 0 and M1 and M2 are operating in the 

saturation region, VIN1 – VOUT1 is the same voltage of Vj. As a result, VOUT is expressed 

as VIN1 – Vj, and the voltage subtraction is achieved. The proposed voltage subtractor is 

low power since all transistors are designed to operate in the sub-threshold region. To 

reduce the power consumption of the multiple voltage subtractors in the PVREF, a power 

gating switch is added as shown in Fig. 3.17 and non-selected voltage subtractors are 

turned off. 

The proposed FVS method decreases the number of switches in the MUX from 2M+N 

to M+N, which solves the Issue (i) discussed in Section 3.1. 

3.4.2. Measurement Results of Programmable Voltage Reference with Fine Voltage 

Subtraction Method 

The proposed PVREF with the FVS method is fabricated in 250-nm CMOS process. 

In the measurement, a 600mV external voltage is added to the chip as VREF. The 1st ladder 

and the 2nd ladder corresponds 12 diode-connected pMOSFETs and 8 diode-connected 

pMOSFETs, which set the resolutions of the coarse programming and the fine 

programming as 50 (=600/12) mV and 6.25 (50/8) mV, respectively. 3-bit MUX’s for the 

coarse programming and fine programming achieves total 6-bit programmability of the 

PVREF. For the programming linearity, the top tap of the MVD is not used in the coarse 

VOUTM1

M2

Vｊ

VIN1

Enable

VIN1

VOUT

VIN

I1

I2
I3

Vｊ

Fig. 3.17  Circuit schematic of the proposed voltage subtrctor. 
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programming as described in Section 3.3.4. Fig. 3.18 shows the die photo of the proposed 

PVREF. The core area is 0.081mm2. Fig. 3.19 (a) shows the input and output 

characteristics of the proposed subtractor. To demonstrate the performance of the 

subtractor, 1/3VDD for VIN1 and constant voltages from 0 mV to 30 mV in steps of 10 mV 

for Vj are supplied, externally. As shown in the enlarged view in Fig. 3.19 (a) and 

Fig. 3.19 (b), the subtractor subtracts Vj from VIN1 with an accuracy of 300μV. 

Fig. 3.20 (a) shows the programmability of the PVREF. The PVREF achieves 6-bit, linear, 

equal steps programmed VREF2 ranging from 100 mV to 493 mV with the resolution of 

6.14 mV. Fig. 3.20 (b) shows the DNL of the PVREF. The DNL of each digital code is 

within -0.13/0.18 LSB. Fig. 3.20 (c) shows the measured offset of VREF2 compared with 

the theoretical value of programmed VREF2. The measured result shows that the offset of 

VREF2 corresponding to each digital code is less than 1.32 mV. Figs. 3.21 shows the VDD 

dependence of each programmed VREF. In the VDD range of 1.2V to 2.4V, the averaged 

LS is 12.9μV/V while the worst LS is sufficiently small 30μV/V. Fig. 3.21 (b) shows a 

typical characteristic of VREF2 as a function of VDD. Figs. 3.22 shows the temperature 

characteristics of the programmed VREF. In the temperature range of -20°C to 60°C, the 

Fig. 3.18  Chip photograph and layout of the proposed PVREF with FVS method. 
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averaged TC is 15.2 μV/°C while the worst TC is 26.1μV/°C. These temperature 

characteristics are competitive to the VRVR in Chapter 2. Fig. 3.22 (b) shows a typical 

temperature characteristic of a programmed VREF. The power consumption of the PVREF 

is shown in Fig 3.23. The power consumption is 675pA at the room temperature of 20°C 

when VDD = 1.5V. Thanks to the proposed FVS method, the linear and monotonous, ultra-

low power PVREF with the little temperature dependence is achieved. As described in 
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Fig. 3.19  (a) Measured input and output characteristics of the subtractor. VIN1 is 

1/3VDD and Vj is biased at 0 mV to 30 mV in steps of 10 mV. (b) Offset of the subtractor  

when VIN1 is 700 mV and Vj is biased at 0mV to 30mV. 
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this section, the proposed FVS method overcomes the Issue (i) in Section 3.2 with little 

overhead of the power loss and the temperature dependence.  

(a) 

(c) 

Fig. 3.20  (a) Measured programmed VREF2, (b) DNL and (c) offset of the 

programmability. 600mV is added to the PVREF as VREF externally. 
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Fig. 3.21  (a) Measured LS of programmed VREF2 and (b) typical VDD characteristics. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 3.22  (a) Measured TC of programmed VREF2 and (b) typical temperature 

characteristics. 
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3.5. Summary  

This chapter proposed a programmable voltage reference with a multiple voltage 

duplicator (MVD) and a fine voltage subtraction (FVS) method for battery management. 

The programmable voltage reference (PVREF) is used to achieve appropriate standard 

voltages for the circuits in the battery management. The proposed PVREF is based on a 

String digital to analog converter (DAC) that is composed of a resistive ladder and a MUX. 

The issues of the DAC are a tradeoff between the temperature characteristics of the output 

voltage and the power consumption of the voltage reference, and a tradeoff between the 

resolution of the programmability and the temperature characteristics of the PVREF.  

The MVD is effective to reduce the power consumption of the programmable voltage 

reference drastically without the deterioration of the temperature characteristics. The first 

test chip of the PVREF with the MVD is fabricated in 250-nm CMOS process. The 

measurement results of the first chip show that 3-bit programmability of the PVREF with 

the power consumption of the 84pA at 0.8V. The temperature coefficient of the output is 

73μV/°C in the range of -20°C to 80°C that shows the MVD does not deteriorate the TC 

of the voltage reference in the PVREF. These measurement results demonstrate that the 

MVD is useful to mitigate the trade-off relationship of the temperature dependence of the 

output voltage and the power consumption of the voltage reference in the string DAC.  
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The proposed FVS method overcomes the tradeoff between the temperature 

characteristics of the output and the resolution of the PVREF. The FVS method includes 

an N-bit coarse programming and M-bit fine programming for achieving N+M bit 

programmability of the PVREF. Thanks to the FVS method, the number of the switches 

in the MUX’s reduces from 2N+M to N+M, which results in the higher resolution and the 

better temperature characteristics of the PVREF. The proposed PVREF with the FVS 

method is fabricated in 250-nm CMOS process. The measurement results show that a 

linear and monotonous 6-bit programmability of the output voltage ranging from 100mV 

to 492mV with the resolution of 6.25mV. The power consumption is 675pA at 1.5V while 

the TC of the output voltage is 15.2μV/°C. These measurement results show that the 

proposed PVREF with the FVS method is beneficial for achieving a higher resolution 

without the deterioration of the temperature characteristics or the power loss.  
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Chapter 4: Voltage Detectors for Battery Management 

4.1. Introduction 

Voltage detector (VD) is commonly used as reset IC in order to monitor a state of a 

system. They are critical elements in systems in that they enhance the reliability and the 

quality of the applications. Figs. 4.1 (a) and (b) show a circuit schematic and an input-

output characteristic of commercially available VDs [4.1-4.3], respectively. The VD is 

composed of a voltage divider for VIN, a voltage reference, and a comparator. When the 

input voltage (VIN) is lower or higher than VDETECT, VOUT is low or high, respectively. 

VDETECT is expressed as follows: 

 REF
DETECT (0 1),

V
V k

k
     (4.1) 

where k is the division ratio of the voltage divider for VIN and VREF is the supply voltage 

from the voltage reference circuit. Since VREF is well designed to have the robustness 

against the temperature or VDD, the VDETECT is independent of the temperature or VDD, 

too. In most cases, VDETECT is trimmed by changing the value of k. This chapter presents 

two voltage detectors (VDs) in the battery management system shown in Fig. 1. 1. The 

VDs have special features which are customized to their usages. The VD presented in 

Section 4.2 is for an RF energy harvesting in the IoT node. The VD achieves an ultra-low 

power and ultra-low voltage operation which are challenging issues in the RF energy 

harvesting. The VD in Section 4.3 achieves a filed programmability of VDETECT for battery 

VOUT

VINVDETECT

VOUT = VIN

0

Undefined

VMIN

Voltage

reference

VOUT

VIN = VDD

VREF

VIN1

                 (a)                               (b) 

Fig. 4.1  (a) Circuit schematic of a voltage detector [4.1-4.3] and (b) its input and 

output characteristics. 
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event detection. The programmability of VDETECT that end-users can determine VDETECT 

freely, is beneficial to reduce the number of VDs or remove the trouble of the special 

factory trimming according that trims VDETECT according to user’s requirement. 

4.2. Ultra-Low Voltage Ultra-Low Power Voltage Detector for RF energy 

harvesting 

4.2.1. Motivation 

Energy harvesting has attracted considerable attention since it can extend battery life 

and it may realize energy autonomous applications. In the research, several battery-free 

applications using energy harvesting have been proposed [4.4]–[4.8]. RF energy 

harvesting [4.9] is one of the energy harvesting approaches that produces energy from 

ambient RF signals. Although harvested power is small, in some cases, it is more stable 

than energy harvesting from solar and wind energy [4.10]. Fig. 4.2 (a) shows a block 

diagram of a typical IoT node with RF energy harvesting. The antenna receives an RF 

(b) 

Fig. 4.2  (a) Circuit schematic of RF energy harvesting system and (b) timing diagram. 
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signal (e.g., 920 MHz). Then, the charge pump (e.g., Dickson charge pump [4.24]) 

converts the RF signal into a DC voltage (VDD) and charges the output capacitor C1. Since 

the charging current is very small (e.g., 1 µA [4.11] or 1 nA [4.9]), during the charging 

period, the output switch M1 must be turned off completely to prevent the charging current 

from flowing into the output load. The voltage detector (VD) monitors VDD and turns the 

output switch M1 on or off depending on the value of VDD. Fig. 4.2 (b) shows an operation 

sequence of the IoT node shown in Fig. 4.2 (a). At the start of the charging, VDD gradually 

increases from 0 V since the output power of the antenna is very small. While the charge 

pump charges C1, the VD keeps M1 off. When VDD reaches a predefined detection voltage 

(VDETECT), the VD turns M1 on and the load circuits start their operation. Since the VD is 

directly connected to the output node of the charge pump, it must have very low power 

consumption of less than 1 nA [4.9]. The VD must operate from 0 V without any glitch 

in VOUT, otherwise it will mistakenly turn M1 on and spoil the energy harvesting. 

Furthermore, VDETECT must be robust against variation in the process, voltage, and 

temperature (PVT). 

4.2.2. Issues with Conventional Voltage Detector 

One problem of the conventional VDs is the large power consumption (>10 nW). The 

voltage reference circuit is an important part in that it dominates the power consumption 

of the VD and determines the temperature dependence of VDETECT. Typical voltage 

reference circuit is bandgap reference (BGR), on the other hand, the power consumption 

of BGR is usually over 10nW [4.12-4.14]. BGR also limits the operation voltage of the 

VD since the typical minimum operation voltage of BGR is over 1 V. An ultra-low power 

2-transistor voltage reference was proposed in [4.15]. Though it operates sub-10pW 

power consumption and 0.5 V supply voltage, VREF is sensitive to the process variation 

because VREF is a strong function of the threshold voltages of the transistors composing 

the voltage reference circuit. With the voltage reference [4.15], the power consumption 

of the VD is reduced, on the other hand, VDETECT varies by the process variation. Some 

post-fabrication trimming methods are required to compensate for the variation in 

VDETECT. In this work, a post-fabrication trimming method utilizing the programmable 

voltage reference in Section 3.3 is proposed.  
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Another problem of the conventional VD is the glitch in VOUT. Compared with VDs 

for hardware reset detection such as Brown-out Reset (BOR), VDs for energy harvesters 

with small output power must operate even though VIN is near 0 V. The minimum 

operating voltage (VMIN), however, is defined in commercially available VDs. As shown 

in Fig. 4.1 (a), when VIN is between 0 V and VMIN, VOUT is undefined and sometimes a 

glitch is generated, which spoils the power charging in the energy harvesting as described 

in Section 4.2.1.  

Fig. 4.3 shows a 1.6 nW glitch-free VD proposed in [4.16]. As shown in Fig. 4.3 (b), 

the VD has no glitch in VOUT, whereas VDETECT is fixed. In addition, VDETECT has a large 

temperature coefficient (TC) which is calculated to be 2.0 mV/°C using typical transistor 

parameters. In [4.17], a VD for miniature sensor nodes was proposed. Although the VD 

realized sub-1 nW operation, the robustness to the process variation and the solution to 

mitigate the variation of VDETECT were not discussed. Furthermore, VDETECT had a large 

TC of 1.5 mV/°C. 

4.2.3. Proposed Glitch-Free Programmable Voltage Detector 

Figs. 4.4 (a) and (b) show a block diagram and the concept of the proposed glitch-free 

programmable VD, respectively. As shown in Figs. 4.4, by combining the programmable 

VD with the glitch, and the glitch-free VD with a fixed VDETECT, both glitch-free and 

programmable operation are achieved when VMIN < VDETECT2 < VDETECT1, where VDETECT1 

VOUT

VINVDETECT

VOUT = VIN
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No glitch

Low |VTH|

High |VTH|

VIN

VOUT

M1

M2

             (a)                                (b) 

Fig. 4.3  (a) Circuit schematic and (b) input-output characteristic of glitch-free voltage 

detector [4.16]. 
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and VDETECT2 are the detection voltages of the programmable VD and the glitch-free VD 

respectively. Fig. 4.5 shows a schematic of the entire circuit of the proposed VD. All 

MOSFETs operate in the subthreshold region, which enables the ultra-low power 

consumption of the proposed VD. The body node and the source node are shorted in 

pMOSFETs in the proposed VD to avoid the body effect. Assuming that the proposed VD 

is applied to the RF energy harvesting shown in Fig. 4.2, the output node of the VD 

(VOUTB) is designed to be high/low when VIN is lower/higher than VDETECT. 

 The programmable VD is based on the programmable voltage reference with an MVD 

presented in Section 3.3. As we discussed in Section 3.3, the programmability is achieved 

with little overhead of the power consumption and the temperature dependence. The 

voltage reference is implemented with two stacked pMOSFETs with different threshold 

voltages (VTH) shown in Fig. 3.8, which is a similar concept to [4.15], in which two 
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VOUTVIN
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0

No glitch
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(b) 

Fig. 4.4  (a) Block diagram and (b) concept of proposed glitch-free programmable 

voltage detector. 
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stacked nMOSFETs with different values of VTH are implemented. The VTH difference is 

approximately 0.4 V. In the design, the target VDETECT is set to 0.7 V. On the other hand, 

from the corner analysis in the SPICE simulation, the target VDETECT varies ±60 mV with 

the process variation of the pMOSFETs. Then, the programmability in VDETECT is set to 

cover the effect of the process variation. To improve the step of the programmable 

VDETECT, voltage divider and MUX are also added to VIN. The MUX in the proposed VD 

adopts low-VTH MOSFETs as the switches to enable the low voltage operation of the VD 

and achieve the low voltage VDETECT. When VIN is lower voltage than the VTH of the 

low-VTH MOSFET, the programmable VD does not operate properly, which causes the 

glitch in VOUT1. On the other hand, the glitch in VOUTB is removed thanks to the glitch-

free VD. 

In this work, a glitch-free temperature-variation-tolerant VD is newly proposed. As 

shown in Fig. 4.5, the VD is composed of two stacked pMOSFETs M8 and M9 with 

different VTH. When VIN is lower than VDETECT2, the current on M9 (I9) is much larger than 
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Fig. 4.5  Schematic of the proposed glitch-free programmable voltage detector. 
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the current on M8 (I8), then VOUT2 is kept to 0 V. As VIN increases, I8 increases 

exponentially, and once I8 exceeds I9, the voltage level of VOUT2 changes from 0 V to VIN. 

At the point, the drain to source voltages of M8 and M9 are over 3VT. The currents of M8 

and M9 are expressed as follows [4.18]: 

 IN TH828
8 8 OX8 T

8 8 T

exp
V VW

I C V
L m V


  

  
 

  (4.2) 

 TH929
9 9 OX9 T

9 9 T

exp
VW

I C V
L m V


  

  
 

  (4.3) 

where m8 (m9), VTH8 (VTH9), and μ8 (μ9) are the body-effect coefficient, the threshold 

voltage of transistor M8 (M9), and the mobility of the transistor, respectively. VT is the 

thermal voltage (=kBT/q), kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, 

and q is the elementary charge. W8 (W9) and L8 (L9) are the gate width and length of each 

transistor and COX8 (COX9) is the gate capacitance per unit area of each transistor. From 

(4.2) and (4.3), VDETECT2 is calculated as follows. 

 8 9 OX9 9 8
DETECT2 TH8 TH9 8 T

9 8 OX8 8 9

( ) ln
m C W L

V V V m V
m C W L





 
    

 
  (4.4) 

In (4.4), by sizing M8 and M9 properly, the temperature dependence of the VDETECT2 can 

be mitigated since the TC of the first and the second terms are opposite characteristics 

Fig. 4.6  Simulated input and output characteristics of the proposed glitch-free VD. 
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[4.19]. In this design, the sizing ratio of the glitch-free VD (W9L8/W8L9) is decided by 

the SPICE simulation to minimize the temperature dependence of the VDETECT2. VDETECT2 

is expressed as about the difference of threshold voltages between high-VTH pMOSFET 

and low-VTH pMOSFET. Fig. 4.6 shows the input-output characteristics of the glitch-free 

temperature-tolerant VD obtained by SPICE simulation. The simulated TC of VDETECT2 is 

less than 0.1 mV/°C. 

The conventional AND or NAND gate for the VD shown in Fig. 4.4 (a) has a minimum 

operating voltage (VMIN2) [4.20] which may cause a glitch in VOUTB. To eliminate this 

possibility, a new NAND gate is proposed as shown in Fig. 4.5. Using the proposed 

NAND gate, VOUTB is fixed to VIN when VIN < VMIN2. The NAND gate is composed of 

M4, M5, and M6, which are high-VTH transistors, and M7, which is a low-VTH transistor. 

When VIN is 0 V, the gate-to-source voltage of all the transistors is 0 V, then the leakage 

current of M7 is much larger than the currents in the other transistors because VTH of M7 

is lower than that for other transistors. While VIN is increasing, the leakage current on M7 

increases VOUTB to VIN. Fig. 4.7 shows the input-output characteristics of the proposed 

VD with a conventional NAND gate and with the proposed NAND gate, obtained by 

SPICE simulation. With the conventional NAND gate, a glitch is generated in VOUTB 

Fig. 4.7  Input-output characteristic of the voltage detector with or w/o the proposed 

NAND obtained by a SPICE simulation. 
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when VIN is less than 0.5 V. In contrast, the glitch in VOUTB is removed with the proposed 

NAND gate. 

4.2.4. Measurement Results 

A test chip is fabricated in a 2.5 V 250-nm CMOS process. Fig. 4.8 shows a chip 

photograph of the proposed VD. The core area is 76 µm by 120 µm. Fig. 4.9 shows the 

simulated and measured input-output characteristics of VOUT1, VOUT2, and VOUTB for the 

76µm

120µm

1mm

1mm

Fig. 4.8  Die photograph and layout of the proposed glitch-free programmable voltage 

detector fabricated in 250 nm CMOS process. 
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proposed glitch-free programmable VD in Fig. 4.5. When VIN is near 0 V, there is a glitch 

in VOUT1. Owing to the combination of the glitch-free VD and the programmable VD, the 

glitch is removed from VOUTB. The voltage level of VOUTB is maintained at VIN when VIN 

is lower than VDETECT. Fig. 4.10 shows the measured programmable VDETECT in the 

proposed glitch-free programmable VD. The programmable range of VDETECT is from 

0.52 V to 0.85 V in steps of less than 49 mV. The programming step ensures the safe 

operating tolerance VDD of ±5% in the load circuit. Fig. 4.11 (a) shows the measured 

temperature dependence of VDETECT for five dies. Fig. 4.11 (b) shows the change of 

VDETECT normalized by the values at 25 °C. The measured TC of VDETECT is 0.11 mV/°C 

from -20 °C to 80 °C. The cause of the negative TC is assumed to be the temperature 

characteristics of the 2-transistor voltage reference. The diode chain connected to the 

output of the voltage reference draws the current of the 2-T voltage reference, which puts 

the currents of 2 transistors out of balance. To address this issue, we need to reduce the 

current of the diode chain or increase the current of the voltage reference. Also, the 

measured VTH of the pMOSFETs in the VD is slightly higher than it was expected, which 

causes the negative temperature dependence of VREF and VDETECT in the design of this 

work. Other assumed reason for the negative TC is the mismatch in the comparator. It is 
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Fig. 4.10  Measured programmable VDETECT in the proposed glitch-free programmable 

voltage detector. 
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improved by enlarging the size of transistors. Fig. 4.12 shows the power consumption of 

the proposed VD for five dies and the breakdown of the power consumption. The power 

consumption is 248 pW at VIN = 1.0 V. Since the gate to source voltage of the transistors 
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Fig. 4.11  Measured temperature dependence of the VDETECT for five dies of the 

proposed glitch-free programmable voltage detector and (b) change of VDETECT 

normalized by the values at 25 °C. 
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in the voltage divider increases slightly in association with VDD, the current in the voltage 

divider increases almost linearly in the VDD range of 0 V to 1 V, which causes the linear 

increase of the power consumption of the VD. In Table 4.1, the results of this work are 

compared with those for conventional VDs. In this work, the operating supply voltage is 

defined as the voltage region where the VD does not generate a glitch in the output node. 

The proposed VD achieve a minimum operating voltage of 0 V owing to the glitch-free 

operation, which is essential for energy harvesting. The demonstrated programmable 

VDETECT covers 0.52 V to 0.85 V in steps of less than 49 mV to compensate for a die-to-

die variations of VDETECT. The proposed PVD with MVD enables a programmable VD 

with the lowest reported power of 248 pW and a competitive TC of 0.11 mV/°C. 

4.2.5. Short Summary 

In this section, an ultra-low power, glitch-free, and PVT-variation-tolerant voltage 

detector (VD) is proposed and implemented in a 250-nm CMOS process. The proposed 

VD achieves a programmable and glitch-free operation thanks to the combination of a 

programmable VD and a glitch free VD. All MOSFETs operate in the subthreshold region 

to reduce the power consumption of the VD, which realizes the 248 pW measured power 
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consumption of the VD. To realize programmability in the VD with little power loss, a 

programmable voltage reference with a multiple voltage duplicator is applied. Due to the 

programmable voltage reference presented in Section 3.3, the programmability of the 

VDETECT is realized without the increase of the power loss and the TC deterioration. 

Measurement results show that the power consumption of the proposed VD is the 

ultra-low power 248 pW and the temperature coefficient (TC) is a competitive value of 

0.11 mV/°C. The steps of the programmable detection voltage ranges over 0.52 V to 

0.85 V in steps of less than 49 mV. In addition, the glitch-free operation is achived. The 

presented VD is expected to be particularly advantageous for applications that require 

power consumption of less than 1 nW or ultra-low voltage operation such as energy-

harvesting systems. 

  

TPS3839 AP4400A JSSC'12 VLSI'12 This Work

CMOS process N/A N/A 65nm 180nm 250nm

Operating 

supply voltage

Max 6.5V 5.5V N/A
N/A

1.0V

Min 0.9V 0.8V 0V 0V

Detection

voltage 

(VDETECT)

Max 4.38V 4.2V 0.46V

(Fixed)

3.58V

(Fixed)

0.85V

Min 0.9V 2.0V 0.52V

Step
> 150mV

(Trimming)

100mV

(Trimming)

< 49mV

(Program

mable)

Power (25ºC)
180nW

@1.2V

68nW

@3.4V

1.6nW

@0.46V

286pW

@3.6V

248pW

@1.0V

Temperature 

coefficient of 

VDETECT

0.055mV/ºC 0.75mV/ºC
2.0mV/ºC

(Calculated)
1.5mV/ºC 0.11mV/ºC

Temperature range
-40ºC to 

85ºC

-15ºC to 

85ºC
N/A

0ºC to 

80ºC

-20ºC to 

80ºC

Table 4.1  COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS VOLTAGE DETECTORS 
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4.3. Filed Programmable Voltage Detector for Battery Management 

4.3.1. Motivation 

In the applications of batteries (e.g. lithium-ion batteries), a voltage detector is one of 

the key building blocks in a battery management system. Fig. 4.13 shows the definition 

of the voltage detector in this section. When the input voltage (VIN) is higher than a 

pre-determined detection voltage (VDETECT), the output voltage (VOUT) is low. In contrast, 

when VIN is lower than VDETECT, VOUT is high. In the recent battery management system 

for the lithium-ion batteries, both precise control of VDETECT (e.g. ±1% (= ±42mV) of the 

battery voltage (4.2V) [4.21]) and various VDETECT’s (e.g. at least 2 VDETECT’s to start 

charging or discharging, and typically 6 VDETECT’s [4.22]) are required. In the 

conventional voltage detectors [4.1-4.3], however, have 3 problems: (1) VDETECT is not 

programmable (= factory-trimmed) and users cannot change VDETECT, (2) VDETECT 

resolution (e.g. 100mV [4.3]) is larger than the target resolution of ±42mV, and (3) 

multiple voltage detectors are required for multiple VDETECT’s, which increases cost and 

area. Though a programmable voltage detector (PVD) with VDETECT ranging from 0.52V 

to 0.85V for a RF energy harvesting is reported in Section 4.2, the PVD cannot be used 

for the lithium-ion batteries, because the VDETECT range does not fit the voltage range (e.g. 

3.0V to 4.2V) of the lithium-ion batteries.  

Therefore, in this paper, a new PVD with a programmable 6-bit VDETECT ranging from 

902 mV to 4904 mV in steps of 62.5 mV is proposed for the battery management system. 

The 62.5-mV step (= ±32mV) programmability satisfies the target resolution of ±42mV 

for the lithium-ion batteries. Compared with previous publications, the 62.5-mV step is 

the smallest and the 64-level programmability is the largest. Thanks to the 

Battery

Voltage 

detector

VBAT

VIN

VOUT

VOUT

VIN = VBAT

VDETECT

VOUT = VIN

0

Fig. 4.13  Definition of voltage detector for battery management. 
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programmability, the proposed PVD can be a general-purpose component and users can 

freely change VDETECT.  

In this work, to achieve PVD with wide VDETECT range, fine VDETECT steps, and linear 

VDETECT programmability, a fine voltage-step subtraction (FVS) method in Section 3.4 is 

applied. In PVD, a low power operation is also required in battery-operated mobile 

devices and IoT nodes, because PVD always operates to monitor the battery. In the 

conventional voltage detectors, however, the power consumption is dominated by the 

bandgap reference circuits (32nW [4.13] to 100nW [4.14]). Though a low power voltage 

reference (VR) circuit is reported [4.16], PVD with the VR circuit shows a non-linear 

VDETECT programmability, because the line sensitivity of the VR is large (= 2mV/V) as 

described in Chapter 2. To solve the problem, a VDD-regulated voltage reference (VRVR) 

proposed in Chapter 2 is applied. 

4.3.2. Conventional Programmable Voltage Detector 

It is shown that the PVD in Section 4.2 [4.23] has 2 problems in the programmability: 

(1) linear VDETECT programmability is not available, and (2) both fine VDETECT steps and 

low temperature coefficient (TC) of VDETECT are not achieved. Fig. 4.14 shows a 

simplified circuit schematic of the PVD, where a multiple voltage duplicator (MVD) is a 

multiple-input multiple-output voltage buffer presented in Section 3.3. Fig. 4.15 shows 

an operation principle of the PVD. The offset of VREF1 is varied by m and the gradient of 

VIN1 is varied by n. Points at the intersection of VREF1’s with VIN1’s are VDETECT’s. As 

shown in Fig. 4.15, VDETECT changes non-linearly and non-monotonously with control-

bits. A straightforward method to obtain both linear VDETECT programmability and fine 

VDETECT steps is to change VREF1 at fixed VIN1 with increasing m. However, as described 

in Section 3.1, the increase of the number of the switches causes the power increase or 

temperature coefficient of the output voltage in PVREF. Therefore, the programmable 

voltage reference with a FVS method presented in Section 3.4 is utilized to achieve the 

fine resolution, linear and monotonous programmability of VDETECT. 
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Fig. 4.14  Simplified circuit schematic of the programmable voltage detector (PVD) 

described in Section 4.2. 
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4.3.3. Proposed Programmable Voltage Detector 

Fig. 4.16 shows a circuit schematic of a proposed PVD utilizing the programmable 

voltage reference (PVREF) with a FVS method. The voltage reference is achieved with 

the VDD-Regulated Voltage Reference (VRVR) in Chapter 2. In the design, the VRVR 

achieves ultra-low power sub-1nW power consumption. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the 

VRVR supplies a temperature/VDD-tolerant VREF. The VDD-independent MVD with the 

VRVR is applied in the coarse programming. As described in Section 3.4, the PVREF 

with the FVS method gives the linear and monotonous programmable VREF2. The VDETECT 

is described as follows: 

 
DETECT REF2

1
(0 1)V V k

k
     (4.5) 

where k is the division ratio of the voltage divider for VIN. By substituting (3.14) into 

(4.5), the programmed VDETECT is expressed as follows 

 DETECT REF

1
.

i j
V V

k m mn

 
  

 
  (4.6) 
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-
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Fig. 4.16  Circuit schematic of proposed PVD with fine voltage-step subtraction (FVS) 

method. 
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where i and j are selected tap in the voltage dividers for the coarse and fine programming, 

respectively. As shown in (4.6), by adding coarse voltage steps of VREF/m and fine 

voltage steps of VREF/mn, both linear VDETECT programmability and fine VDETECT steps 

are achieved. Thus, in the proposed PVD with the FVS, wide VDETECT range, fine VDETECT 

steps, linear VDETECT programmability are achieved. 

4.3.4. Measurement Results 

Fig. 4.17 shows a die photo and a layout of the proposed PVD fabricated in 5V, 250- 

nm CMOS process. The core area is 480µm by 180µm. Fig. 4.18 (a) shows a measured 

VDETECT dependence on digital code of the PVD. The PVD with linear 64-level VDETECT 

ranging from 902mV to 4904mV in steps of 62.5mV is achieved. Fig. 4.18 (b) shows the 

DNL of the programmed VDETECT. The DNL achieves within -0.26/+0.27 LSB. Fig. 4.19 

shows the power consumption of the PVD. The current at 20°C is 1.3nA. Fig. 4.20 shows 

a measured temperature dependence of VDETECT. The averaged TC is 0.33mV/°C in the 

temperature range of -20°C to 60°C. In Table 4.2, this work is compared with the 

previously published voltage detectors. The 64-level programmability of VDETECT ranging 

from 902 mV to 4904 mV is the largest and the 62.5 mV step is the smallest. 

480μm

180μm

760μm

410μm

Fig. 4.17  Chip photograph of the proposed PVD.. 
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4.3.5. Short Summary 

Thanks to the proposed FVS and VRVR, a programmable voltage detector (PVD) with  

linear 64-level VDETECT ranging from 902 mV to 4904 mV, covering the range for the 

lithium-ion batteries, in steps of 62.5 mV (=±31.3mV) (<±1% of battery voltage) is 

achieved for the first time. Thanks to the programmability, the proposed PVD can be a 

general-purpose component and users can freely change VDETECT. The 64-level 

programmability is the largest and the 62.5 mV step is the smallest. PVD fabricated in 5V, 
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Fig. 4.19  Measured power consumption of the proposed PVD. 
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250-nm CMOS process shows the measured power consumption of 1.3nA at 20°C and 

TC of 0.33mV/°C in -20°C to 60°C. 

4.4. Effect of Line Sensitivity of Voltage Reference on Programmed VDETECT 

Line sensitivity of voltage reference causes a non-linearity of the programmed VDETECT. 

In this section, the non-linearity of the programmed VDETECT caused by the line sensitivity 

of the voltage reference is discussed. Fig. 4.21 shows a PVD using a String DAC. The 

typical characteristics of VREF1 and VIN1 are shown in Fig. 4.22. The points where VREF1 

and VIN1 intersect are acquired VDETECT. As shown in the figure, the programmed VDETECT 

has error that causes the non-linearity of the programmed VDETECT. In the PVD, the 

programmed VDETECT is expressed as fallows 

 DETECT REF

1
(1 )

i m l
V V i l

k m

 
     (4.7) 

where i and k (0<k<1) mean the selected switch in the programming and divided ratio of 

VIN shown in Fig. 4.21. Assumed the line sensitivity of VREF (=α) is linear against the 

VDD, VREF is expressed as follows 

 REF REF,R IN IN,R( )V V V V     (4.8) 

where VREF,R is VREF at a reference voltage VIN,R. By substituting (4.8) into (4.7) the 

programmed VDETECT is expressed as follows 

  DETECT REF,R DETECT IN,R

1
( )

i m l
V V V V

k m


 
     (4.9) 

TPS3839 AP4400A VLSI'12 ESSCIRC’15 This work

CMOS process N/A N/A 180nm 250nm 250nm

Detection 

voltage

Programm

ability
No No No Yes Yes

Max 4.38V 4.2V 3.58V 0.85V 0.90V

Min 0.9V 2.0V (Fixed) 0.52V 4.90V

Range 3.48V 2.2V 0.33V 4.0V

Number of 

Steps
9 23 1 21 64

Uniform

step
No 

Yes (100mV 

step)
No

Yes (62.5mV 

step)

Power
150nA 20nA 79pA 248pA 1.25nA

@1.2V (25ºC) @3.4V (25ºC) @3.6V (25ºC) @1.0V (25ºC) @5V (20ºC)

Temperature 

coefficient of VDETECT
0.055mV/ºC 0.75mV/ºC 1.5mV/ºC 0.11mV/ºC 0.33mV/ºC

Temperature range -40ºC to 85ºC -15ºC to 85ºC 0ºC to 80ºC -20ºC to 80ºC -20ºC to 60ºC

Table 4.2  COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS VOLTAGE DETECTORS 
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From (4.9), error of programmed VDETECT that is defined as the difference between the 

acquired VDETECT and theoretical VDETECT is expressed as  

 DETECT,ERROR DETECT IN,R

1
( )

i m l
V V V

k m


 
     (4.10) 

Eq.(4.10), shows the error of the programmed VDETECT increases as higher bit of the 

digital code. The PVD is simulated as shown in Fig. 4.23 with the case of α=2mV/V and 

0.02mV/V replicating the LS of re-implemented [4.15] and a proposed VRVR in 

Chapter 2. VREF,R is set to 0.6V at VIN,R = 0V. The design parameters m, l and k are set to 

12, 8 and 1/8, which determine the resolution of the PVD (= 400mV). Compared with 

theoretical programmed VDETECT, the error of programmed VDETECT at α=2mV/V 

increases the error as the digital code get closer to MSB. The error causes the non-linearity 

of the programmed VDETECT. Figs. 4.24 shows the error of the programmed VDETECT that 
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SW1
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Fig. 4.21  PVD with a String DAC. 
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obtained by comparing the simulated programmed VDETECT and theoretical programmed 

VDETECT. On the condition of α is 2 mV/V, the error of the programmed VDETEDT reaches 

80mV, that is 20% of the 1LSB (=400mV). On the contrast, in the case of α=0.02μV/V as 

shown in Fig. 4.24 (b), the error is expressed as 0mV (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) or 1mV (5 ≤ i ≤ 8). The 

simulated step-like form arise from the resolution of the simulated VDETECT that is 1mV. 
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Fig. 4.22  Characteristics of VREF1 and VIN1 against VDD. 
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From the theoretical analysis and the simulated results, the programmed VDETECT with the 

voltage reference that has LS of 0.02μV/V reduces the error to less than 1mV. Therefore, 

the LS of the VRVR shown in Chapter 2 is sufficiently small not to effect on the accuracy 

of the programmed VDETECT. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4.24  Simulated error programmed VDETECT. (a) α = 2 mV/V. (b) α = 0.02 mV/V. 
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4.5. Summary 

This chapter introduced two voltage detectors for battery management. The extension 

of the battery life and the enhancement of the safety are critical issues in the battery 

management. The two voltage detectors are promising circuits to overcome these issues. 

The VD proposed in Section 4.2 is proposed for a battery management with RF energy 

harvesting. RF energy harvesting is expected to extend the battery life and realize the 

energy autonomous applications. For the RF energy harvesting, a VD needs to operate at 

ultra-low power since it is always-on. Also, the VD must operate properly even though 

VIN is close to 0V since the glitch generated by the VD at low VDD spoils the energy 

charging for the storage. The proposed VD fabricated in 250-nm CMOS process realizes 

the ultra-low power (248pW), glitch-free operation with the little temperature coefficient 

of 0.11mV/°C in -20°C to 80°C. In addition, the post fabrication trimming method that 

mitigates the process variation of the VDETECT is proposed. A multiple voltage duplicator 

(MVD) proposed in Section 3.3 realizes the VDETECT trimming in the accuracy of 49mV 

with little increase in the temperature coefficient and the power consumption. The VD 

stands out in the applications which the input voltage is small or the robust VDD is not 

available. In Section 4.3, a field programmable voltage detector (PVD) utilizing a 

programmable voltage reference with the fine voltage subtraction method described in 

Section 3.4 is proposed. The typical usage of the PVD is battery management including 

battery protection and battery charge/discharge control. The PVD achieves user-end 

programmability of VDETECT in the range of operating voltage of most of batteries (e.g., 

3.0 V to 4.2 V for a lithium-ion battery). The programmability is beneficial in that it 

decreases the cost of the VD because we can reduce the number of the VDs. The test-chip 

is fabricated in 250-nm CMOS process. The measurement results show that the 

programmability covers 6-bit programmable VDETECT in the range of 902 mV to 4904 mV 

in steps of 62.5mV. The DNL is a sufficiently small value of -0.26/+0.27 LSB. The power 

consumption is 1.3 nA at 20 °C. The programmability covers the operating voltage of 

lithium-ion batteries with a sufficiently fine resolution of 62.5 mV. The range and the 

resolution of the programmed VDETECT show that the VD has applicability to small 

capacity lithium-ion batteries that require the detection accuracy of ±42 mV for battery 

charging.   
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4.6. Appendix 

4.6.1. Variation of Programmable Voltage Detector with Fine Voltage Subtraction   

In Section 4.3, a PVD utilizing the FVS method is proposed to achieve linear, 

monotonous programmability. Fig. 4.25 shows a variation of the PVD with FVS method. 

Fig. 4.26 shows the operation principle of the PVD. A hierarchy of a coarse voltage 

divider for VREF1 and fine voltage divider of VIN1 is used. The difference between the 

PVD in Section 4.3 and the PVD in Fig. 4.25 is the fine step voltage (=ΔVREF/n) is 

subtracted from VIN1 (=VIN/k) which is the divided voltage of VIN. The theoretical 

programmed VREF is introduced to (4.6). Fundamentally, the two PVDs show about the 

same characteristics. Fig. 4.27 shows the programmed VDETECT achieved by PVD in Fig. 

4.25. 56 level programmable VDETECT with the resolution of 50mV is achieved. The 

VDETECT ranges from 1.88V to 4.67V. The obtained characteristics of programmed 

VDETECT is slightly different from the measurement results in Section 4.3, this is due to 

the difference of design parameters including the number of the resistors for the ladders, 

the selected tap in the ladders for the programming and VREF1. The measurement results 

of Fig. 4.25 topology is also described in [4.25]. 
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Chapter 5: Ultra-Low Power Temperature Sensor 

5.1. Introduction 

Real time thermal management using a temperature sensor is one of the typical 

applications in the Internet of Things (IoT). The temperature sensing is also critical for 

battery management including battery state estimation and battery protection. Recently, 

miniature thin-film batteries have been developed for IoT devices. They are so thin and 

small that they are suitable for applications that are required to be small or light although 

the capacities are limited. One feature of the batteries is the large internal resistance RBAT 

(e.g., 60kΩ after 1000 cycles [5.1]) that limits the maximum supply current. Assuming 

that RBAT is 60kΩ and the acceptable voltage drop is 100mV, the maximum instantaneous 

current from the battery (IMAX) is limited to the only 1.7μA. In such situations, reducing 

the maximum current of the IoT node becomes critical. As a temperature sensor is just 

one among many components in the system, reducing the average current of the sensor to 

less than 1% of IMAX (=17nA) is a challenging issue. Recently, ultra-low power 

temperature sensors that convert the temperature to time or frequency without ADC to 

reduce the power consumption [5.2,5.3,5.5,5.6] have been proposed. [5.5] shows that a 

reference-free current-to-frequency converter (CFC) based temperature sensor with an 

appropriate fitting model can achieve high accuracy of -0.76/+0.76°C. [5.5], however, 

requires off-chip processing due to the nonlinear fitting model, preventing real-time 

thermal management. [5.2,5.3] propose on-chip sensors with PTAT digital output that 

does not require off-chip processing. [5.2] utilizes a proportional to absolute temperature 

(PTAT) voltage generator, while [5.3] utilizes a linear approximation of the ratio between 

two sub-threshold currents operating at different gate voltages. Though [5.6] presents 

113pW temperature-to-digital converter, the temperature range of -20°C to 40°C does not 

fit typical battery operating temperature range (e.g., -20°C to 70°C [5.1]). 

In this chapter, a sub-14nW temperature-to-digital converter with PTAT digital output 

is proposed. Related to the temperature sensor, (1) a new temperature sensing principle 

that is highly linear to temperature, (2) a new sub-thermal drain voltage (VDS) based 

current generator, and (3) relaxation oscillator based current-to-frequency converter and 

asynchronous counter based frequency ratio computation for digital output, are reported. 

The temperature-to-digital converter achieves the lowest power consumption of 13nW at 
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0.8V supply with 110mK resolution and -0.7/+1.3°C inaccuracy over the temperature 

range of -20°C to 80°C. 

5.2. Design of Proposed Temperature-to-Digital Converter 

Fig. 5.1 shows the flow chart of the proposed temperature-to-digital converter. The 

sensor includes generation of two sub-threshold currents with different drain voltages 

(I1, I2), the current conversion into frequencies (f1, f2), frequency ratio (f2 / f1) calculation 

for PTAT digital output (DPTAT). 

A. Proposed temperature sensing mechanism 

Figs. 5.2 show the operating principle of the proposed temperature sensing mechanism. 

A pair of MOSFETs operating in sub-threshold region is biased with two different VDS 

values. A sub-thermal drain voltage (STV) less than the thermal voltage VT (=26mV at 

27°C) is applied to VDS1 of MA1, while above thermal drain voltage (ATV) more than 3VT 

is applied to VDS2 of MB1. As a result, drain currents of MA1 operating in the deep triode 

region and MB1 operating in the saturation region are expressed as follows: 

 

 GS1 TH DS1

1 (1 )

q V V qV

nkT kTI K e e
 

     (5.1) 

 

 GS1 TH

2

q V V

nkTI K e


    (5.2) 

Sub-threshold current (I1) at

sub-thermal drain voltage

Frequency (f1) Frequency (f2)

Asynchronous counter

based ratio (Δ(f2/f1)∝Δ(I2/I1)∝ΔT)
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Temperature (T)

Sub-threshold current (I2) at

above thermal drain voltage

Fig. 5.1  Flow chart of the proposed temperature-to-digital converter. 
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where k is the Boltzmann constant, q is the electron charge, T is the absolute temperature, 

n is the sub-threshold swing parameter, VTH is the threshold voltage, and K is a pre-

exponential factor that is dependent on the temperature. The current ratio of I2/I1 becomes 

a function of VDS1 and T as follows: 

 
DS1

DS1

2

1

1

1

qV

kT

kT
C

qV

I

I
e


 



   (5.3) 

where C is a temperature-independent constant that can be removed by calibration. 

Eq. (5.3) shows that Δ(I2/I1) is proportional to ΔT which is confirmed from a single 

transistor current measurement in Fig. 5.2 (b). With a VDS1 value of 8 mV, the current ratio 

has a high sensitivity of 0.011/°C. The theoretical slope (=0.0108/°C) matches with the 

measured slope. The sensitivity is further improved by adding finer VDS1. 

B. Temperature-to-current conversion 

To implement the proposed principle of the temperature sensor shown in Fig. 5. 2 (a) 

and Eq. (5.3), temperature and supply voltage-independent VDS1 is required. Therefore, 

an op-amp-free VDS1 bias circuit required is proposed. Fig. 5. 3 (a) shows the proposed 

op-amp-free current generator including the VDS1 bias circuit. Firstly, a reference voltage 

(VREF) is divided by a 50-stage diode chain to generate small ∆V (=VREF/50) value of 

around 8 mV. ∆V is then copied as VDS1 of the STV MOSFET (MA1) utilizing stacked 

MOSFETs. As the STV MOSFET operates in the deep triode region, VDS1 does not settle 

to ∆V for the case where only one stacked device (k=1) is used. By increasing the stack 

number (k), the VDS1 value becomes closer to ∆V and the temperature dependence gets 

reduced. Fig. 5.3 (b) shows the simulated temperature characteristics of VDS1 with various 

k. The stack value of k=16 achieves a temperature dependence of 2.2μV/°C which is small 

enough not to affect the sensor accuracy. As the ATV MOSFET (MB1) operates in the 

saturation region, VDS2 is equal to VA –VB which is around 128 mV. Thus, the proposed 

technique achieves constant VDS1 and VDS2 without the use of power-hungry op-amps. 
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Fig. 5.2  Proposed temperature sensing mechanism. (a) VDS biasing of a MOSFETs for 
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C. Proposed temperature-to-digital converter 

Fig. 5.4 shows the overall block diagram of the proposed temperature-to-digital 

converter. Two CFCs along with two counters provide on-chip digital conversion of I2/I1 

without the help of external clock reference. The current ratio I2/I1 is converted into f2/f1 

using two CFCs. CLK2 edge is counted until CLK1 edge is counted 1024 times achieving 

a resolution of around 110mK. The output of counter 2 is then latched and kept until the 

next measurement. 

For high accuracy and wide supply operation, the oscillation frequency needs to be 

highly linear to I1 or I2. This is achieved by employing relaxation oscillator based CFCs 

as shown in Fig. 5.5 (a). The oscillation period of the CFC1 is expressed as follows: 

 REF2
OSC,1 CELL C,FALL C,RISE

1

CV
t t

I
T N

 
   
 

   (5.4) 

where NCELL is the number of the delay cells in the CFC1, tC,FALL and tC,RISE are 

propagation delays in Fig. 5.5 (b). VREF2 is the threshold voltage for comparators in the 

delay cells obtained from the diode chain in Fig. 3 (a). The oscillation period of the CFC2 

(=TOSC,2) is also achieved from (4) by exchanging I1 with I2. tC,FALL and tC,RISE need to be 

as small as possible since it decreases the linearity of the temperature-to-digital converter. 

Fig. 5.5 (a) shows a delay cell used in the CFCs that utilizes a two-stage op-amp. 

Fig. 5.5 (b) shows the timing diagram of the proposed delay cell in the CFCs. In the op-

amp, the 1st stage is a common-source amplifier with a pMOSFET current mirror load 

working as a comparator. The negative input is biased at VREF2 (<VTH) so that the threshold 

voltage of the comparator is set to VREF2. In the 2nd stage, a common-source amplifier 

with large load resistor is implemented to reduce tC,RISE. In order to achieve sub-1nW 

static power consumption in the delay cell, the resistor (R) should be large (e.g. 5GΩ) 

which is implemented with an off-transistor. However, the large R increases tC,FALL due to 

the limited current IR. To reduce tC,FALL, a feed-forward path composed of SW1 and SW2 

is added in the 2nd stage in Fig. 5.5 (a). When IN changes from low to high, OUT is 

pulled down by SW2 and tC,FALL is reduced. In the temperature range of -20°C to 80°C, 

simulated peak-to-peak temperature inaccuracy using I2/I1 from the current generator is 

0.48°C after 2-point calibration. After the conversion to frequency ratio (f2/f1) using the 

CFCs of Fig. 5.5 (a), the peak-to-peak inaccuracy degrades only to 0.58°C. Thus, ultra- 
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low-power frequency conversion has been achieved without the degradation of 

temperature sensing accuracy. 

The voltage reference for VREF generator in Fig. 5.4 is a key circuit that makes the 

temperature-to-digital converter reference-free and insensitive to VDD. In the design, a 

VDD-regulated voltage reference (VRVR) in Chapter 2 is used.  
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Fig. 5.4  Overall block diagram of the proposed temperature-to-digital converter. 
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5.3. Measurement Results 

To verify the proposed temperature-to-digital converter, analog blocks shown in 

Fig. 5.4 are fabricated in 1.8V, 180-nm CMOS. f1 and f2 are measured with the 

oscilloscope and the temperature characteristics are obtained from f2/f1. The digital blocks 

in Fig. 5.4 are designed with the standard cells and the power consumption of the digital 

block is simulated. Fig. 5.6 shows a die photo of the proposed temperature-to-digital  

converter. The sensor has a total area of 0.065 mm2. Fig. 5.7 shows the measured 

Temperature-to-current converter

and CFC

VREF generator

260mm

80mm

170mm

1.3mm

1
.1

m
m

Fig. 5.6  Die photo of the proposed temperature-to-digital converter. 
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Fig. 5.7  Measured temperature inaccuracy. 
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temperature inaccuracy for 8 chips operating at 0.8V. After a 2-point calibration, the peak-

to-peak inaccuracy is -0.7/+1.3°C. Fig. 5.8 shows the measured VDD dependence of 

temperature inaccuracy for 3 chips at 20°C, 40°C, 60°C and 80°C. Taking f2/f1 at 0.8V as 

reference, peak-to-peak inaccuracy over a VDD range from 0.8 to 1.4 V is -2.7/+1.3°C for 

a wide temperature range of 20 to 80°C. The worst peak-to-peak line sensitivity among 3 

chips for different temperature measurements is 4.6°C/V.  

Fig. 5.8 summarizes the measurements and compares MOSFET based temperature 

sensors. The proposed sensor consumes the lowest power of 13nW at room temperature 

of 25°C while achieving inaccuracy of -0.7/+1.3°C. Current generators and CFCs 

consume 6.2 nW, VREF generator and digital backend consumes 0.24 nW and 6.4 nW, 

respectively. 

5.4. Summary 

An ultra-low power external-reference-free temperature-to-digital converter utilizing 

sub-threshold MOSFET operation at sub-thermal drain voltage was proposed. The 

proposed temperature-to-digital converter realizes PTAT digital output that eliminates an 

off-chip processing with nonlinear fitting model. The total power consumption is 13nW 

at room temperature, which is the lowest power consumption among previous 

publications thanks to the current-ratio based temperature sensing principle and op-amp-

free current generation circuits. Measurement results show that the proposed temperature-
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Fig. 5.8  VDD dependence of temperature inaccuracy. 
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to-digital converter fabricated in 180-nm CMOS realizes -0.7/+1.3°C inaccuracy over a 

temperature range of -20°C to 80°C with a resolution of 110mK.  

  

[5.2] [5.3] [5.4] [5.5] This work

CMOS process [nm] 180 65 65 180 180

PTAT digital output Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Area [mm2] 0.09 0.022 0.004 0.22 0.065

Supply voltage 1.2 0.4 0.85 ~ 1.05 1.2 0.8 ~ 1.4

Power [nW] 71 280 154000 570 13

Energy/conversion [nJ] 2.2 7 3.4 4.6 11

Temp. range [ºC] 0 ~ 100 0 ~ 100 0 ~ 100 -20 ~ 80 -20 ~ 80

Inaccuracy [ºC]
-1.4/+1.5

(2-point)

-1.6/1.0

(2-point)

-0.9/0.9

(2-point)

-0.76/0.76

(2-point)

-0.7/1.3

(2-point)

Resolution [mK] 300 250 300 90 110

Resolution FoM [nJ·K2] 0.19 0.44 0.3 0.037 0.14

Resolution FoM = (Energy/Conversion) × (Resolution)2

 

Table 5.1  COMPARISON WITH MOSFET BASED LOW POWER TEMPERATURE SENSORS  
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 

This thesis introduces several ultra-low power circuits for battery management in 

Internet of Things (IoT) sensor nodes. For small and light IoT applications, miniature 

batteries are developed. Though the batteries are useful to miniaturize the devices, the 

capacity is limited. In the energy-limited applications, the circuits must challenge the low 

power operation. This thesis focuses on circuits for battery management in IoT node. 

From Chapter 2 to Chapter 5, ultra-low power CMOS circuits for battery management 

are presented. 

In Chapter 2, a VDD-Regulated Voltage Reference (VRVR) is presented. A voltage 

reference is a fundamental circuit in all analog components. To meet the demand for low 

power voltage reference, the VRVR achieves 90 pA operation. In addition, compared with 

previously published ultra-low power voltage references, the VRVR realizes a low line 

sensitivity (LS) and low power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) thanks to the proposed 

voltage regulation technique that regulates the supply voltage for the voltage reference. 

Simulation results show that the proposed VRVR generates a 0.45 V reference voltage 

(VREF) with the temperature coefficient of 33 ppm/°C. The line sensitivity and PSRR are 

0.0047%/V and -70dB (at 100Hz), respectively. The power consumption is competitive 

90 pA at 1V. The simulation results show that the VRVR achieves both low power and 

VDD-independent operation.  

Chapter 3 presents a programming method to convert a fixed VREF into various 

reference voltages (VREF1). The programmability is useful to supply appropriate voltages 

that are various according to the applications. A multiple voltage duplicator (MVD) that 

solves a tradeoff between the increase in the power consumption of the programming and 

the deterioration of the temperature characteristics of VREF1 is presented. In addition, a 

fine voltage subtraction (FVS) method is presented to obtain a higher resolution of the 

programmed VREF1 with little power loss. To verify the performance of the programmable 

voltage reference with the MVD and the FVS, test chips are fabricated in 250-nm CMOS 

process. The measurement results show that the 6-bit programmed VREF1 ranging from 

100 mV to 493 mV with the resolution of 6.14 mV is achieved when external VREF 

(=600mV) is added to the programming circuit. The measured power consumption of the 

programming circuit is 675 pA at 1.5V and the temperature coefficient of VREF1 is 
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15.2μV/°C. The measurement results show that the programming circuit can be used as a 

programmable voltage reference that supplies various standard voltages with little power 

loss and the deterioration of the temperature dependence of VREF1. 

In Chapter 4, voltage detectors for RF energy harvesting and battery monitoring are 

presented. The voltage detector (VD) for RF energy harvesting challenges the ultra-low 

power and ultra-low voltage operation that must be considered to realize the RF energy 

harvesting. The VD also has a post-fabrication trimming method to improve the accuracy 

of the VD which mitigates the effect of the process variation. The VD is fabricated in 

250-nm CMOS process. The measurement results show that the VD achieves ultra-low 

power 248 pW, glitch-free operation that enables the VD to operate at low voltage (≈0 V), 

normally. Also, the VD achieves the programmability of the detection voltage in steps of 

less than 49 mV from 0.52V to 0.85V. The VD expands the possibility of the realization 

of energy autonomous IoT sensor nodes. Another voltage detector is for battery 

monitoring. In the battery monitoring, the detection voltage of the voltage detector must 

be changed according to the batteries or applications, which increases the cost of 

trimming. Besides, some applications impose VDs to detect multiple voltages of a battery. 

To overcome the issues that increase the cost of VDs, a programmable VD (PVD) is 

presented. The PVD achieves the programmability of the detection voltage thanks to the 

combination of the programming method presented in Section 3 and the VRVR presented 

in Chapter 2. The proposed PVD is fabricated in 250-nm CMOS process. In the 

measurement, the programmability of the detection voltage ranging from 902 mV to 

4904 mV in steps of 62.5 mV is achieved. The measured power consumption is 1.25nA 

at 5V VDD and the temperature coefficient of the detection voltage is 0.33mV/°C in -20 °C 

to 60 °C. The resolution and the range of the programmed detection voltage show that the 

VD covers operation voltages of almost all batteries and has a sufficiently fine resolution 

to apply the VD to lithium-ion batteries. 

In Chapter 5, an ultra-low power temperature sensor for miniature size batteries is 

presented. The batteries have the large cell resistances that limit the maximum supply 

current. Therefore, to obtain the temperature information from the batteries, the 

temperature sensor is designed to be ultra-low power consumption. The proposed 

temperature sensor uses a new principle of temperature sensing utilizing two 

sub-threshold nMOSFETs operating in the deep triode region and the saturation region. 
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The ratio of two currents of the nMOSFETs shows good temperature linearity. A circuit 

that converts the two currents into frequencies and the ratio of the frequencies into PTAT 

digital output is also presented. The temperature sensor fabricated in 180-nm CMOS 

process achieves the inaccuracy of -0.7 °C /+1.3 °C in the temperature range of -20 °C to 

80 °C with the resolution of 110 m°C. The measured power consumption is 13 nW which 

is the lowest power consumption in the previously published low-power temperature 

sensors. The temperature sensor is suitable for a battery that power is limited.  

The IoT attracts many people because it has great potential to realize unprecedented 

applications and services that people have never seen, which enrich human lives and 

works. In the IoT, how to supply energy, or how to extend battery life are critical issues 

that determine the quality of the IoT. This thesis focused on circuits required in battery 

management and proposed several techniques to reduce the power consumption of the 

circuits. Although the proposed circuits need further evaluations to put them into practical 

use, the power reduction techniques are useful for future low power battery management 

in miniature-sized applications. Furthermore, the proposed circuits are also applicable to 

many applications that require ultra-low power operation. 
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